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ABSTRACT

This study is intended as a different kind of response to the longstanding issue of the woman as an effective contributor to the employment
marketplace.
The tradition of women at work has been fraught with argument and
political polarities. Mother, homemaker, worker, administrator, artist,
president suggest a continuum on which women become integral to social meanings, not as new entrants to men's world, but as contributors to the same tasks
as professional peers.
The introduction of a distinction between the qualitative and theoretical variables to the evaluation of professional functions, redirects and even reconstructs the very meaning of effectiveness in jobs.
The addition of this distinction to previous ways of judging employees
and employers opens the door to an expanded awareness of employees/
employers to considerations which must yield greater efficiency, productivity,
and job satisfaction than was heretofore possible.

viii

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

To be brilliailtly wrong and to submit gracefully
to correction constitutes her greatest success.
- Putman, The Lady,
p. 182.
''Women-at-work'' has become a topic of major concern in recent
years. The theme is not new nor has the response of the society to this traditionally volatile theme changed much over the years. There are some ways
"women-at-work" can be reviewed, the categories and variabled modified, and
the reaction and planning patterns of both the sOciety and

th~

woman-at-work

can be guided more effectively than in the past.
Discussions of women-at-work have taken all manner of directions
and have used different kinds of categories and variables. The more sophisticated presentations make every effort to confront the inequalities of women in
the job contexts. These efforts take one of three forms: a "scream of pain, "
or direct reaction; a long range view, or an attempt to place women-at-work
in the contexts of other social issues; and the perspective from which plans
are made to realistically set viable futures for women-at-work. This last
form reviews the historical question and conditions which have led to women's
at work predicaments, and sets the women-at-work question in the biggest
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perspective possible by aligning women's work circumstances with the question
of human/democratic justice for all people.
The following questionnaire is intended to form the basis for highlighting some of the basic issues which can be raised. This questionnaire
serves many purposes. It sets the framework for a discussion of the:
- usual perceptions of women-at-work
- "facts" about women
- place of women in literature and art
- problems of legislation on women's rights
- expectations for women-at-work
- cleverness and subtlety of women.

Prior to reviewing your responses to the questionnaire, there are
some items in the literature which can contribute to a different perspective on
women-at-work.
In Paths to Power, Josefowitz (1980) sets a parallel for men and

women at work in which a double standard is suggested:
Have you ever found yourself up against the old double-standard at work?
Then you know how annoying it can be and how alone you can feel. Supervisors and co-workers still judge us by old stereotypes that say women
are emotional, disorganized, and inefficient. Here are some of the most
glaring examples of the typical office double-standard:
The family picture is on HIS desk:
Ah, a solid, responsible family
man.

The family picture is on HER desk:
Hmm, her family will come before
her career.
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A Women-At-Work Questionnaire: Initial Perspective
Instructions: Please respond to the following as True (T) or False (F) in
terms of your opinions or knowledge of the facts in the matter.

T
1. It is unladylike for women to do manual labor.

2. A secretary should be attractive as well as efficient.
3. Women can be most successful when they are activeminded, impulsive, and passionate.
4. Learned or thoughtful women are often boring and appear
ridiculous.
5. A woman is truly 'a work of art, beautiful as v:ell as useful.
6.

Love and beauty, nobly conceived, transform a woman
from an individual to a work of art.

7. A woman can be learned and yet paradoxical without losing
credit.
8. To be brilliantly wrong and yet submit gracefully to correction is the key to a woman's success.
9. Even when she presents dull information accurately, a
woman's presentation should be stimulating.
10. A woman is better at sentiment and manners in business
than men.
11. Being able to assume responsibilities is best demonstrated by women when they pretend ineffectiveness.
12. Judgments made by women-at-work are likely to be
impetuous.
13. A woman's discretion and sense of humor help her to
succeed in everyday work situations.
14. Apprecication and subtlety are effective tools for
women-at-work.

F

4

T
15. Propriety of behavior and correctness of sentiment make
women a valuable business asset.
16. When legislation is extended to include "even women, "
the bill will probably be voted down.
17. Women are paid less than men for similar jobs because
of their raging hormones.
18. Male ridicule, employer scepticism and lack of training
keep women from skilled labor jobs.
19. "Female jobs" have negligible prestige because the jobs
require more emotional or qualitative behavior.
20. Women religious leaders have equal status to men in religious circles (abbeys) because the subject matter is nontheoretical.
21. Women are seen as successful because their theoretical
skills are well disguised.
22. Data on women cannot be meaningfully incorporated into
organizational theory.

Please summarize your responses:
T

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.

F

T

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

F

F
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HIS desk is cluttered:
He's obviously a hard worker
and a busy man.

HER desk is cluttered:
She's obviously a disorganized
scatterbrain.

HE'S talking with co-workers:
He must be discussing the latest
deal.

SHE'S talking with co-workers:
She must De gossiping.

HE'S not at his desk:
He must be at a meeting.

SHE'S not at her desk:
She must be in the ladies' room.

HE'S having lunch with the boss:
He's on his way up.

SHE'S having lunch ·with the boss:
They must be having an affair.

The boss criticized HIM:
He'll improve his performance.

The boss criticized HER:
She'll be very upset.

HE got an unfair deal:
Did he get angry?

SHE got an unfair deal:
Did she cry?

HE'S getting married:
He'll get more settled.

SHE'S getting married:
She'll get pregnant and leave.

HE'S having a baby:
He'll need a raise.

SHE's having a baby:
She'll cost the company money in
maternity benefits.

HE'S going on a business trip:
It's good for his career.

SHE'S going on a business trip:
What does her husband say?

HE'S leaving for a better job:
He recognizes a good opportunity.

SHE'S leaving for a better job:
VVomen are undependable.

The Paths to Power double standard presents a dichotomy for the
kinds of responses which characterize the man-at-work and the woman-atwork. The distinctions are intended to illustrate the impact of stereotypes on
our impressions of people.
Given certain smuggled values, qualitative factors, our perceptions
are guided into channels which follow these values. While the questions

6

remain the same, the basic values of the male as an industrious person and
as a person who addresses the work situation as a means of livelihood, the
"impressions" for men, are all tied directly to the question as a work related,
theoretical issue.
In all cases of "impl'essions" for women, the responses are adjunc-

tive or lateral to the work issue. A qualitative pervasive or thread runs
through all impressions of her activities, e. g., "busy" vs. "scatterbrained,"
"at a meeting" vs. "ladies room, " "improve his performance" vs. "be very
upset, " "his career" vs. ''her husband, " "good opportunity" vs. "undependable."
A qualitative variable or issue is one that avoids or is outside of a
quantitative or empirical evaluation or measure. A qualitative issue is "emotional, "artistic, and usually demeaning, except in matters where the omission
of the qualitative response is identified with machines, computers, and psychopathology. Theoretical matters are attended by "facts, " clear measures, and
easily identified "objective" judgments. This qualitative-theoretical distinction is clearly identifiable. The questionnaire items previous presented
smuggle a series of values, qualitative variables, which guide the experiences
women have and the perceptions held about women. These same qualitative
experiences are had by men also, but "credit" is withheld from men if somehow they are good at these behaviors. Women, on the other hand, are seen to
be good at these activities, probably by birth or as the fulfillment of the
prophecy that women are "like that. "

7

These qualitative/theoretical factors, as illustrated in the Paths to
Power parallels, receive different emphases for each gender. The basic
issue of women-at-work is not, it would seem, lack of job opportunity. The
inequality is probably the result of a distinction, not clearly specified as
qualitative/theoretical. Once this distinction is made clear, changes in the
way women are prepared for and coached in how to' be successful would be
facilitated.
Some of the myths commonly held about women workers serve as
metaphors for long-standing hiring considerations. These myths indicate
basic employment problems only now being predicated for "women." Foxley
(1976) collected these eleven examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Women quit their jobs more often than men.
Women are absent from work more than men.
Women do not really need to work.
Women always quit work to have children.
Women will not relocate.
Women are just not fit for some kinds of work.
Women are too emotional for positions with heavy responsibilities.
Women do not make good bosses.
Women do not want to be promoted into management positions.
Women should not work in unpleasant or dangerous surroundings.
Women returning to the labor market are unskilled.

Foxley (1976) has collected the above examples of myths about
women to indicate some of the problems faced by women who seek employmente The examples can be sorted for our purposes into qualitative and
theoretical cases. The examples are sorted by number in the listing below:

8

Theoretical

1
2
6
8
9

Qualitative
3
4
5
7

10

11
The rationale for this resorting is that some of the items can be
theoretically evaluated, while the others are blatantly qualitative, i. e., the
criteria used to evaluate key concepts are themselves qualitative or "emotional." It is also clear that even the theoretica.l examples have a qualitative
base in that the inference is that the "way women are" will.result in these
statistics.
Our purpose in using these examples is to help clarify the way two
rather different matters are confused, and then used to denigrate women at
work, and to unintentionally smuggle the variables themselves into judgments
about women at work.
What are some of the explicit implications of this failure to identify
the qualitative/theoretical distinctions? Legislation, for example, has been
enacted to carry out the qualitative assumptions while pretending to be theo- ..
retical in nature.
Recent legislative decisions have made discriminatory work practices aimed against women illegal. This legislation includes: (a) The Equal
Pay Act of 1963; (b) Title

vn of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; (c) Executive

Order 11246, as amended by 11375; (d) Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1072. These regulations cover such violations as:

9

1. The refusal to hire a woman because of assumed comparative
employment characteristics of women, e. g., that the turnover rate
for women is higher than men.
2. The refusal to hire an individual based on stereotyped characteristics of the sexes, e. g., that women are less capable of progressive
salesmanship.
3. The refusal to hire an individual because of preferences of coworkers, the employer, customer, or clients (Title VII Sec. 1604.2
[a] [1] ).

A rule which forbids or restricts the employment of married women and
does not apply to married men is discriminatory (Title VII Sec. 1604.4
[a] ).
A rule which imposes a lack of parity for employment between men
and women assumes some of the qualitative differences used as a "humorous"
basis for the Paths to Power parallels. In the Educational Amendments of
1972: (1) "turnover rate, " a theoretical factor, and (2) "stereotypic characteristics" and (3) "preferences" are also qualitative issues.

10

A Women-At-Work Questionnaire: A Theoretical-Qualitative Distinction
Instructions: Rather than assign T and F values to the items, your task now
is to differentiate those items which focus on qualitative variables and criteria
from those items that use theoretical variables and criteria. A statement will
have more than one type of \ariable.
Qualitative

T

1. It is unladylike for women to do

manual labor.
2. A secretary should be attractive
as well as efficient.
3. Women can be most successful
when they are active-minded,
impulsive, and passionate.

4. Learned or thoughtful women are
often boring and appear ridiculous.
5. A woman is truly a work of art,
beautiful as well as useful.
6.

Love and beauty, nobly conceived,
transform a woman from an individual to a work of art.

7. A woman can be learned and yet
paradoxical without losing credit.

S. To be brilliantly wrong and yet
submit gracefully to correction
is the key to a woman's success.
9. Even when she presents dull
information accurately, a woman's
presentation should be stimulating.
10. A woman is better at sentiment

and manners in business than
men.

I

F

Theoretical

11
Qualitative

11.

Being able to assume responsibilities is best demonstrated by
women when they pretend
eneffectiveness.

12.

Judgments made by women-atwork are likely to be impetuous.

13.

A woman's discretion and sense
of humor help her to succeed in
every day work situations.

14.

Appreciation and subtlety are
effective tools for women-atwork.

15.

Propriety of behavior and correctness of sentiment make
women a valuable business
asset.

16.

When legislation is extended to
include "even women, " the bill
will probably be voted down.

17.

Women are paid less than men
for similar jobs because of their
raging hormones.

18.

Male ridicule, employer skepticism, and lack of training keep
women from skilled labor jobs.

19.

"Female jobs" have negligible
prestige because the jobs require
more emotional and qualitative
behavior.

20.

Women religious leaders have
equal status to men in religious
circles (abbeys) because the subject matter is non-theoretical.

T

F

Theoretical

12
Qualitative
21.

Women are seen as successful
outside of business contexts
because their theoretical skills
are well disguised.

22.

Data on women cannot be meaningfully incorporated into organizational theory.

T

F

Theoretical

This sequel questionnaire poses a somewhat different question from
the first questionnaire.

Can an issue about women-at-work or about women in

general be responded to amply or directly as a T or F question? When the
responses are differentiated by item or statement component, the qualitative
distinction should help clarify some of the bases for the perceptions which are
held by men, employers, and by women themselves about women-at-work.
Is it sufficient to merely identify the charges found and the emphases
placed when addressing the men/women work questions? Men do not get
"credit, "traditionally, for being characterized as having qualitative responses
to life, e. g., "Men, my son, do not cry," "Don't be so sensitive, that's for
women, " etc.
The basic issue for this section is to establish the importance of
the qualitative/theoretical distinctions as an essential vehicle for heightening
everyone's awareness of the variables which can be used to improve the
effectiveness of women-at-work and to extend and refine the criteria which
can be used to evaluate the work situation for all employees.
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This chapter has:
1. introduced women-at-work as the theme of this study;

2. briefly reviewed the history of women-at-work as a tradition
attended by a kind of language, expectation, and opportunity;
3. established some categories and variables which have been and can
be used to describe work situations and variables which have usually excluded or precluded women from participating successfully;
4. outlined some of the contexts and expectations which have characterized women through qualitative language, and have contributed to
setting parameters by women themselves and by men for women.

CHAPTER 2

SOME THEORETICAL ISSUES: METHODOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

In the cloister of the great days • • . women

were judged by each other, as men are everywhere judged by each other, for sterling qualities of head and heart and character.
- Putman, The Lady,
p. 72

SECTION I: THEORETICAL BASES

Chapter 2 will formalize a model and the theoretical bases for
articulating the distinctions to be made in collateral literature and in developing a program for implementing a women-at-work program of greater effectiveness. Women have become theoretically trained or have fulfilled all standard conditions for being effective employees, but qualitative rules are being
used to devaluate or discourage women from succeeding at entry level, promotion, or job change for upgrading.
By defining, identifying, setting categories and interrelationships
for, and making fully deliberate the function of both theoretical and qualitative
variables in a work situation, the very factors which have contributed to a
woman's world in our society can now be brought to bear on women-at-work.
There is a distinct need in this study to establish a firm philosophic
foundation to any issues which are to be addressed.

14

The intent of this chapter

15
is to formulate the methodological parameters and relational properties of
each of the components to

De

included in subsequent sections of this work.

1

Chapter 2 sets the basis for the rest of the study in that these
"common sense" issues are rarely ever the "real" issues. A way to look
behind the surface questions was devised in that the problem of writing and
developing ideas on women in employment situations became the problem of
this exploration. This is to say that the alternative ways of writing and thinking about women at work, a replacement of emphases onto qualitative/theoretical issues, becomes the focus of the study rather than the content or substantive cases with which the literature on women's studies is replete.
Bernard (Blaxall and Reagan 1976), in her writings on women's exclusion from certain work situations, points out that, "It is not difficult to see
women's absence from the world of power not as a deliberate or hostile conspiracy against women, but rather as evidence of a self-sufficient homosocial
male society. "
A "self-sufficient male society" places emphasis on the theoretical
rather than on qualitative variables. The specific type of response Bernard
makes to the issue we will label "head on" or Simplistic in that there is no

I This section was written as an intellectual apology for what all too
often appears in a semi-rigorous form, a form which omits or neglects to
credit or give proper allegiance to theoretical integrity. Presenting a theoretical system often changes the language and syntax usage from common
language to technical terms and structures, and, in so doing, renders the material more difficult to read and tmderstand in an everyday application. Please
feel free to skip this statement if the language and syntactical structure of
methodology does not add to your tmderstanding of the primary objectives of
this study.
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evidence, in the materials available, that the author was aware of anything
but a "scream of pain., " an isolated ineffective use of qualities, in a reaction
against injustice and lack of parity for women in employment.
A more sophisticated use of a qualitative variable than as an unorganized scream of pain was found in Faunce's (1977) discussion of barriers to
achievement:

"Female socialization, the conflicting definitions of success

for women, the mistaken stereotypes and myths regarding women in the work
world that both men and women believe, and the exclusion of women from the
'charismatic education' to assume competence and form vigorous performance
standards. "
"Charismatic education" begins to incorporate qualities as the
necessary and acceptable factors in a woman-at-work issue. Where the primary emphases were on the cultural circumstances, the work context, or the
contribution of history to the question, some concerns for the way the problems have been addressed in the past must be reviewed. This "once removed"
perspective gives the qualitative inclusion approach better reception in the
open market as well as supplying the reader with a sense of scope for time,
plan, training, etc., for women at work.
The first response as a "scream of pain" is not to be lightly dismissed as a qualitative. It may be a socially relevant critical comment which
preestablishes the need for a more rigorous stance on qualitative meaning.
Rosa Parks, a black woman who refused to move to the segregated section of
a bus, was arrested for her scream of pain, an attention-getting but
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simplistic use of qualitative variables. The subsf'quent Montgomery, Alabama
scene sponsored the "scream" on a national level, a sponsorship from which
Martin Luther King gained prominence for his passive resistance, a different
form of a scream of pain, a form which sets the mood and structure for

all

overarching, orchestrated use of qualities in the pursuit of an in-depth understanding of women-at-work.

The point of this digression is to review the se-

quence of probable conditions needed for writers to become "more sophisticated" in approaching a crucial issue of social injustice as a qualitative/theoretical coordination and design, plruming problems, and orchestration toward
parity of meaning for all employees.
A third and by far most sophisticated approach to the women-atwork topic can be described best as a search for the most appropriate ways to
develop the question itself. A reflexive or retroductive inquiry is necessary.
For instance, what is the "right" way to talk about women-at-work issues;
about factual and experiential matter as qualitative or theoretical? The literature is replete with screams of pain and with broader perspectives framed
historically, from several points of view. This step up from the substantive
question to a methodological criteria focus on the issue allows us to address a
future probability in a format far beyond past possibilities for women. Yet,
everyone seems to be beating the same horse, a horse that has not changed its
color nor its life signs since the beatings began.

1

Perhaps it is time to

1The legal resolutions and social pressure for women's equality are
still meeting strong resistance in the form of ERA defeats, etc.
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redefine the horse, to locate or generate some different categories and language terms, different hypotheses and definition types with which to see the
horse.
What is entailed in this redefinition of our topic? The subsequent
sections of this chapter set the patterns needed to maintain rigor in exploring
a topic in which the language, components, categories, definition types, and
relational properties are to be changed to effectively present the topic in its
comprehensive and altered meanings.
A precondition to formulating a "rigorous" statement on these topics
is the requirement that a design or system be used which distinguishes between
the various levels of significance, of meaning, of inclusiveness of concepts. A
levels model is needed to identify and to stipulate the appropriate range of
applicability of ideas to a topic under investigation.
Peirce noted two major features of pragmatism. First, it specifies the
conditions under which language is meaningful; second, it locates the
meanings of propositions in the determinate consequences of those
propositions. What is the impact on inquiry or teaching of these conceptions? We teach children that terms of symbols have referents. The
symbol "apple" refers to O. Moreover, the interpretant "fruit" helps
locate the object and gives distinct meaning to the symbol, as "apple. "
"apple"
Fruit
,/~
0
However, if we are to change the category or interpretant or fruit to
modern physics, the symbol would now refer to a whirling molecular mass
or set of meter readings as
"apple"
Modern physics
./~
The symbol then refers to the object, determined by the system of interpreting ideas. The rather unusual character of pragmatism is the junction that all three components-symbol, interpretant, and referent-must
be present for any meaning at all to emerge (Saunders 1967b).
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SECTION II: METHODOLOGICA L REQUIREMENTS

Methodological requirements have it that a major trichotomy must
be formulated in which some major methodological terms are redefined to provide a clearer operational significance, a clarification of the relationships between these terms, and finally to reestablish or dignify a set of ideas which
has been given short shrift due to their association with the "soft" kind of
meanings accorded them historically.
Theory, for instance, has usually referred to the abstract, representing reality, pure ideas as in math numbers, etc. Quality, on the other
hand, has held a ''beggar's'' place in the history of respectability. Quality is
"emotional,

II

held hostage to a philosophic assumption that only "reasonH and

logic make sense in human business and probability. Quality, as the result of
theoretical studies, is generally impugned, and although desirable on occasion,
it certainly needs to be watched.

Methodology, as the third term to be redefined, has usually been
associated with the "how to" procedures: the way to use a heat lamp, learn to
drive, and learn a skill.
These terms are each defined from a philosophic base which smuggles into any argument discussions of the importance of theory and the "necessary but not as important quality.

II

To develop an adequate redefinition of

theory and quality and 'still not do an injustice to a wide community of users,
we need to reframe the definitions of these terms and illustrate how these
terms are to be deployed for purposes of this study. We can begin with a
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parameter setting exercise by reviewing and adopting some basic concepts
developed by specialists who have addressed the primary questions of quality
and theory and methodology.
Theory
Davis and Saunders (1973), in their work on theory construction,
reviewed the three categories of theories posed by Nagel:
The first, the realist view, gives theory a physical reality and
places theory in an ontological position and as such can be either "true"
or "false. "
The second view of theory (the descriptive view) places theory as a
description of events rather than explanations ••••
The third view, the instrumentalist view. • • maintains that theories
are instruments for organizing our talk about our experiences. In this
case, experiences, objects, or observable events are not the goal for the
description or explanation. It is the language for the language, the talk
"about" the experience, or the way in which we organize our thoughts that
will direct the experience. Theories function here as rules or principles
or as tools by which to symbolically represent a selective process rather
than a selected experience. Theory, in the instrumentalist view, is not
a description of the observable event but a description of the way in which
we organize-an instrument for viewing the process of observation and/or
construction of instruments.
In this study we will assume the instrumentalist's view.

In so doing,

concepts such as "cry-of-pain" and "once removed" become qualitative process
variables which can be analyzed and set into a composition which can be compounded and eventually, by making the sequencing deliberate, orchestrated as
a pervasive for women-at-work to learn and develop as employees.
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Methodology
Continuing from the work of Davis and Saunders (1973):
The relationship of theory to methodology is then one of a generic
process (method) as it includes alternately constructed concepts
(theories).
. . • Methodology and theory are not interchangeable terms.
Method is considered generic to theory. Construction and method, however, can be taken as terms of parallel power. When method is used to
denote the structuring system, construction is applicable as a process
term which is used to make more precise the "structuring" or "systematizing." To construct is to give meaning by the arrangements in a prescribed framework. This activity of construction is the business of
methodology.
The relationship of theory to construction finds that theory must
depend upon construction as method to be its responsible agent for
meaning. Theory, viewed as a tool for organizing our thoughts, is
obligated to impose a deliberate pattern for the relationships of clearly
defined terms and categories.
By this definition, the concept of "orchestration" gains determinate
meaning:
There seems to be a concensus that the experience is the experience of ongoing diversifications orchestrating to a climax, that its
mobility provides the most concrete, the most direct, and the most
inward and immediate disclosure of end which is its own means, means
which is its own end.
Thus ideals are the themes to which. • • we orchestrate the transactions •••• Ideals delineate and orchestrate the strategy; they indicate
the tactics and the logistics •.•• The orchestration engenders, assembles, maintains and alters a person's image of himself which his struggle
for self-preservation strives to preserve (Kallen 1968).
The setting of "parallel agendas" as distinct from the more confrontational mood currently having a hold on "common sense" proposals represents the kind of methodological sophistication that is both functional and
and dependable.for orchestrating the mutual concerns of both the employee and
employer.
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Quality
Villemain and Champlin (1957b) stated;
Traditionally the term "quality" has been used to refer to a standard
of excellence or to an attribute of something.
If quality is a matter for methodological definition at the most
general level, it is also a matter of meaning. Since meaning is an affair
of imtituted connections or relationships (sometimes and inadequately
called "perceived, " "given, " "felt, " or "intUited"), then quality must be
such an affair. For what we refer to by the terms "Gothicness, " "redness, " or "joviality" at one and the same time emerges out of and
exhibits instituted connections or relationships. The quality designated
by the term "redness ll is not obtained save as a relationship of contrast
is instituted. When we have the quality of redness, we have a constructed
contrast. This methoriologically described circumstance must be present
in order that a quality gain its status. Clearly, therefore, any quality is
obtained only as these relationships are present, or better still, as the
connection or relations are presented. In less methodological language,
this same event has been called "direct, " "immediate, " or ''had in the
present. "
The concept of "presence" as a desirable hiring variable when
judging new employees, or a "fitness" when designing a special work team are
part of the working, although perhaps unarticulated vocabulary of those concerned with employment and personnel issues. The use of the term as proposed in this study is based on the claim that the "qualitative does submit to
methodological analysis. "
Saunders (1968), in Inquiry, has suggested that there are some special considerations which must be included in any discussion of Quality/Theory/
Methodology:
The qualitative language is not free from the rules of theoretical
language. But the rules must be extended to include exhibited patterns
as models rather than continually making an appeal to representative
models for meaning. The goals of theoreHcal investigations have clear
criteria to decide their adequacy and their conclusions. The goals of
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qualitative inquiries are usually evaluated in psychological or physiological terms by which the quality is lost in the probable conditions for
its presence, e. g., "Love" is losi in the analysis of the physiological
processes attending it.
The quality of "Help" is lost in a similar reduction and is saved or
rehabilitated only when a total quality is seen to make component qualities
meaningful. "Enthusiasm," "thrill, " and "commitment" are given meaning not in phsiological terms but by their inclusion as shared social qualities or symbols.
The "having" of the quality in isolation from the bigger context may
be "fun" but may be "dangerous, " e. g., the thrill kills of a few years
ago.
The deliberateness of putting qualities together helps formulate the
method for the relationship. This method offers the possibility of shared
process in any activity. When the language of the process is reductive,
one shares the technical conditions for the experience but does not share
the qualitative undertaking. The pervasive which binds the acts or components on a continuous common line must itself be qualitative, rather than
theoretical. The "satisfaction" as a quality, of making a good plan provides the part which becomes whole when the satisfaction is taught to,
shared with another. The shared company of those deriving such "satisfactions" comes close to being what John Dewey called the Summum
Bonum of experience. The hope for an extension and refinement of these
shared "satisfactions" to the unlimited human community will do for the
long range goal for all men: a kind of "golden satisfaction, " if you will.
A rule for the selection of "satisfaction" would then be:
A satisfaction or quality which promotes wider ranges of an more
refined qualities in extended futures for all people if only in principle
would be a better quality than one with lesser growth possibilities.
It can now be said that the way terms and variables are identified,

classified, sorted, reformulated as variables or categories is dependent upon
the way they are defined.

The definition becomes one of the many ways a

system comes to be an expression of the intent of an inquiry, an intent which
becomes an agent of its own attainment.

The hypotheses to be used for this

study do not follow the usual definition accorded "hypothesis." Traditionally,
a hypothesis is formulated to be tested or to be used as a variable in the
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development of evidence or conclusions. This orientation towards hypotheses
places a severe restriction on the study to be done in that the proof of the
hypothesis is to be found in the wording and assumptions of that hypothesis as

a self fulfilling prophecy.

Thus we are cor3trained to present the expectations

of the reader by clarifying the way definitions are to be formulated, used, .and
set into perspective with the other categories of the design of this study.

Definition Types
We are familiar with our shared need for an agreed upon definition
of terms and objects.' It can be said also that we extend this need for definitions to a shared way of defining.

This shared way of defining our terms

generally refers to what can be labeled theoretical terms or representative
meaning.

This is to say that we use semantic (diadic) rules or semiotic

(triadic) rules for our everyday and technical definitions.
\"hat concerns us in this section goes beyond a single definition type
based upon theoretical language analysis.

Rather, we must imagine some way

of finding or constructing a definition type usage which lends dignity to those
terms more precious to us and important in qualitative contexts than those
terms used in reference to theoretical writers.
The importance of this focm" is in the relevance of qualitative
iEsues as additive and cumulative variables in the employer/employee relationships as this study developed the women-at-work categories.

For example,

a concept can be defined in a number of ways, by a variety of definition types
ranging from lexical, synonym, antinomy to genus-differentia and stipulative,
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ostensive and theoretical. These ways of defining each contribute to the exploration of meanings for most terms and concepts.
Definitional Type

Definition

Intentional:
Lexical

a definition found in a dictionary; usually
defines a word by stating a usage of the word;
definition is reduced to its base morpheme

Antonym/Synonym

definition by comparison with a more familiar
word, the comparison can take the form of a
similar term (synonym) or a term with an
opposite meaning

Genus-Differentia

"definitions based on generic categories or
meaning with specification or characteristics
which differentiate the term from others with
the generic category" (Saunders 1968, p. 138).

Ope rational:
Stipulative

a definition given to a term by an expressed
demand or an arrangement among those who
will use the term

Ostensive

definition given by either directly pointing at
the object or situation being defined or by
citing an example or the definition

Theoretical

"a process definition of a concept involving
the determinate consequences that could be
anticipated on the basis of a comprehensive,
logical, and systematic analysis of that
concept" (Saunders 1968, p. 138). (Engle,
Saunders, and Blake 1981, pp. 20-21.)

One difficulty with these definition types is that they do not apply
easily to qualitative meaning nor to qualitative symbols or relationals.

To

use an example from the arts, it would be difficult if not impossible or foolish
to define La Guernica with the above definition types, the color, lines, perspective, the horror and beauty do not lend themselves to theoretical
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discussion. A Cubist canvas would lose in meaning if defined by the definition
types mentioned. How then can we reconstitute these definitional bases to set
qualitative symbols as viable components and as determining pervasives and
as the relational properties in the "orchestrated" employee?
Methodological definitions do address this use of qualitative meaning, beginning simply in a "picture book" dictionary where definitions of a
qualitative composition is known and given meaning by contrast with a range of
other such compositions on a continuum from poor, good, to excellent case of
the object in reference, and continuing to reflect on the generic meaning of a
qualitative symbol in all its glory.
Frands Ville main introduced the "contexts of quality" continuum
(Villemain and Champlin 1959b).

By elaborating some of Villemain's concepts

Saunders (in Emotions) haE! placed "quality" as a variable in psychological and
social situations and set the conditions from which an orchestration of womenat-work can be developed:
Qualitative independence: Qualitative independence "locates the context,
not by specific intent but by mood continuation or pattern entailment. . . . Qualitative independent as a context is without theorizing .
. . . Here.only pervasive quality operates as method. Theory may
be' used not as theory but as quality. "
Theoretical predominance: Theoretical predominance is a "context
[which] finds symbols forwarding theoretical symbols, e. g., a
fireman who views the fire with an eye to 'conceivable' consequences
such as damage, time, and materials necessary to put it out . .
Theoretical predominance then is a case of theory to the end of
theory. "
Reciprocity: Reciprocity is "the type of context in which both the mediations are focal. That is, there are theoretical and qualitative
orderings. • . • Reciprocity locates the relationship wherein both
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theory and quality function as a means, ends, and methods . . .
e. g., when newcomers to the faculty convene for a dinner at which
"shop talk" is developed. Both theoretical and qualitative methods
intermix and constitute the means-ends-controls. "
Qualitative predominance: Qualitative predominance is such that "in
this situation" the controls change rather rapidly: the predominantly theoretical mediation may change to predominantly qualitative
controls . . • e. g., the way in which we choose certain types of
music, decorations, and guests for a party •••. These theorizings
are done only to the extent that the qualities of the setting are to be
promoted as to sociability (Saunders 1964).

John Dewey (1934) reinforces the notion of qualitative construction
and significance when he insists that "there is a qualitative pervasive which
binds all thought on a common line of reasoning." Dewey (1934) continues:
It (quality) is something that affects and modifies all the constituents of
the picture and all their relations. It is not something that can be

expressed in words for it is something that must be h~d. Discourse may,
however, point out the qualities, lines and relations by means of which
pervasive and unifying quality is achieved.
Saunders (1964) quotes Buchler in Emotions:
Quality as a symbol is always mor~ than itself because it is taken as the
outcome of a relationship to other qualities which it therefore represents.
The method of a poet, however difficult it may be to formulate is (partially) articulated whenever other methods reveal its traits. It is articulated by its own products, and by any other products that reflect its
influence. The imitation of the method by diSciples or parodists articulates it no less than direct verbal criticism or direct "examination. "
Any form of articulation, far from being an all-or-none affair, may
continue the changing directions which formal criticism may take, are
articulative processes. To claim, therefore, that a particular method
is not subject to articulation is virtually equivalent to claiming that the
method does not exist. • • . The methodological observation, "By their
fruits ye shall know them" is designed to make both the good and the
rotten fruit equally significant . . . . The traits that belong to the scientific method are to be sought not merely in this or that order but in every
possible order which it affects. Every ramification in any way traceable
to the method exposes one of these traits.
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Theoretical definitions, then, stand or fall on their references to
logical, representative,

symbo~ic

meanings in context. Qualitative definitions

have not traditionally been given the dignity of having meanings other than as
"expressions" or "outbursts" or as standing for the artist's feelings or unusual
view of the world.
Qualitative definitions can stand on their own from methodological
criteria. Quality presents a meaning in a context of other meanings by contrast, fusion, individualization, and contradistinction. They become symbolic,
a

con~ition

necessary for anything to mediate or fit into a relational language,

by demonstrating how they control or designate the meanings of other symbols.
A quality can be shown to control where its presence changes or directs the
meanings of other qualities.

For example, two sounds seem relatively differ-

ent until a third more different yet, places the first two in a fused state.

The

first three notes of Beethoven's Fifth provide simple illustration ofthis "control. "
# and # are equal in function, equal in meaning, until a third quality enters to

control the relationals of the other two, e. g.

#

@

#

The impact of these somewhat abstract matters on women-at-work
can be found in each and every case of women-at-work. Some of the following
examples illustrate some qualitative variables in use which might go unidentified without a qualitative/theoretical model from which to delineate the qualitative contexts in each women-at-work situation.
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In an interview, Natalie Lang, a corporate vice-president,

recounted a piece of "advice" given her by a senior officer during a break in
an executive conference:
A young male associate can be silent at a client meeting and be
respected for the fact that he knows when to shut up and let his bosses
take the lead. There's a marvelous respect for a young man knowing
when not to be visible. When that young man's female peer is brought
into a client meeting, however, the client often asks the question albeit
silently, "Why is she here, what makes her presence here worthwhile?"
Natalie, you must make a contribution (i. e., speak out).
To me, it's a very interesting point. That senior officer felt
strongly that I had to say something in order to establish my credibility .
• • • I do feel, however, that that advice has served me well. Knowing
what to say and when to say it is a delicate balance that women must
constantly conten~ with.
In the business world Miss Lang was indicating that she was an

"element" of the client meeting.

The further ability to use one's own particu-

lar qualities to disrupt or to regulate shifts in attention from theoretical to
qualitative effect, i. e., "credibility," is an unarticulated variable which is
almost always sought for in prospective employees. Without the model used
in this study, the examination of this particular qualitative effect could not
proceed. What has been accepted as a kind of "presence" should not be
generalized when it is clearly a form of behavior which can be acted by any
player when necessary and can become a "learned" technique.

Criteria based

on "style" offer a significant alternative to other descriptive models.
This necessary awareness of how "qualities" can influence critical
judgment is a new way to talk. In the midst of any particular agenda we
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can have a shift to qualitative appreciations. Without a lead theory about such
changes, more than the "point" is being missed in our inquiry.
What we want to do in this study is to come up with a basic checklist-a format-to keep people ''honest'' and to help them become aware of what
they probably already do 'as employers and employees who "care. "
An awareness of qualitative mediations may inform our work experiences in such a way that an appreciation for the underlying order and control
which mediates interactions in an interview, on-the-job, or a promotion and
while developing a career.

This "sophisticated" awareness is a necessary

tool for both the hiring agency and the job applicant.
The literature on the general topic of this study neglects, for the
most part, the distinctions which can and must be made for the contributions
of Quality, Theory, and Methodology to the overall women-at-work issues.
There are writers who brush past the point, flirt with it, and even indicate
the ultimate need for some recognition of the importance of Quality and
Method in the theoretical job context. The next chapter will set some criteria
for ordering the materials to be included which will sequence ideas (1) from
those which do not seem to incorporate quality, theory, and method into their
designations; and (2) by problems vaguely felt but not formulated as a specific
problem, to (3) those matters formulated with the intention of exploring the
ideas to be included in this study.

CHAPTER 3
"THEORY" AND "QUALITY lf IN LITERATURE ON WOMEN

A woman is better at sentiment and manners
in business than men.
-Item 10 on questionnaire

This chapter was intended as a review of the literature, as an introduction to the scope of the problem derived from writers whose emphases have
been on women in the work market place, emphases incorporating an awareness or focus on the significance of theoretical/qualitative variables as determinants of the way women-at-work see tbemselves and as they are seen by
others. The following sections of Chapter 3 will present a brief account of the
typical material in print on women-at-work and the attending questions.

This

lftypical" material is followed by a reinterpretation of the basic variables and
a selection of different categories for examining the women-at-work
qualitative-theoretical issue.

Finally, authors included in the last part of

Chapter 3 reflect ongoing attention to the qualitative/theoretical resolution of
women-at-work ideas.
One of the strategies used in this section was to formulate some
criteria with which to sort, classify, and interpret the material to be included.
A second strategy was to sequence the selected literature on a continuum from
Simplistic responses to the women-at-work question to those writers
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concerned with the problems identified by this study.

These latter writers

placed the qualitative/theoretical women-at-work issues in greater
perspective.
The three categories used in this study for classification of literature carry all of the usual assumption bases and follow from three hypotheses
about how authors approach women-at-work:
- that there are writers whose very agendas restrain and impoverish
the issue being discussed;
- that when there are double, often unsupportable agendas, the
literature will belabor issues not wholly appropriate to the agenda
identified by the particular writer; and
- that a broader perspective on the employer/employee qualitative/
theoretical questions would resolve most of the questions that have
and will arise in dealing with women employees in the open market.

In reviewing and commending on the literature used in this section,

it should be pointed out that the criteria developed and refined to critique the

materials selected for comment have a two-fold task:
1. To identify the iSSle and the scope of the material used by the

writer making the point in question, and
2. To make observations about the level of the material used by the
writer quoting the sources of the material for an agenda outside of the point
being made, e. g., the writing of this chapter in this study is a case in point
of this last category.
The use of criteria for criticism and evaluation of selected materials in Chapter 3 entails a distinction between:
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1.

Criteria for comment on the manner and effectiveness of a point
being made; and

2.

Criteria as used to differentiate two agendas, in a methodological
strategy, by specifying when criteria are appropriate for a particular issue and contrasting these criteria with criteria used for different issues. When these criteria are derived from different bases,
the issues are indeed different and require different categories and
variables, producing rather different resolution patterns.

SECTION I: FIRST LEVEL AGENDAS

The "early" and the "new" feminists, the "old" and the "new"
masculiniEts, the male and the female "chauvinists" have been engaged in
debate on a series of issues little modified by time or attention. If there have
been two "sides, " so often on an issue, an observer might be led to assume
that there was indeed a substantive matter as well, and yet, it has often been
the "referent" itself which proves most illusive. The "three-sidedness" of
an issue, necessary for meaningful statement, is almost completely ignored
by those authors classified, for this study, as first level, or "cry-of-pain"
writers.
Yates (1975), in What Women Want, compared the three leading
ideologies directing the feminist movement:

Table 1. Comparison of the Ideologies of the Women's Movement.
Women's Liberatlonist
Ideology

Androgynous Ideology

Women-equal-to-men

Women-over-against-men,
or separate-from-men

Women-and-men-equal
to-each-other

Source of standard

Established by men,
adopted by women

Arrived at by women

Arrived at by men and
women together

Analysis of problem

Women subordinate or
secondary to men

Women as sex objects,
property, laborers

Loss of legitimacy of
traditional male/female
roles

Identlficatlon of enemy

Socioeconomic attitudes
and institutions

Men, other women, capitaHsm, the family

cultural value orientations, institutional
structures

Techniques for change

Court cases, electoral
process, information
dissemination, voluntary
groups

Consciousness-raising,
separation from men for
female psychic support,
awareness and exercise of
woman power

Educational process,
voluntary groups, in formation dIssemination

Primary focus for
change

Political

Social

Cultural

Strategy

Pressure

Conflict

Conversion

Goals

Integration (collapse of
diversity into unity)

Segregation (diversity at
expense of tmity)

Pluralism (diversity
within unity) ,

Characteristic

Feminist Ideology

Ordering principle

c:"
~
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Representative "voices" from each group were frequently quoted,
for example:
(a) Feminist ideology: This regulation of duty by the mere circumstances
of sex, rather than by the fundamental prin~iple of moral being has
led to all the multifarious train of evils following out of the antiChristian doctrine of masculine and feminine virtues. By this doctrine man has converted into the warrior and clothed with sternness,
and those other kindred qualities, which in common estimation belong
to his character as a man; whilst woman has been taught. • . to sit
as a doll . • • to be homored as a doll, or converted into a mere
drudge to suit the convenience of her lord and master.
-from a letter Angelina Grimke, an
early feminist and anti-slavery
reformer, sent to Catherine Beecher
(b) Women's libe:rationist ideology: What goes largely unexamined • . .
is the birthright priority whereby males rule females. Through this
system a most ingenous form of "interior colonization" has been
achieved. It is one which tends moreover to be sturdier than any
form of segregation, and more rigorous than any class stratification,
more uniform, certainly more enduring. However muted its present
appearance may be, sexual dominion obtains nevertheless as perhaps
the most pervasive ideology of our culture and provides its most
fundamental concept of power.
-contemporary feminist Kate Millet
(
), from her book, Sexual Politics
(c) Androgynous ideology: I think we must agree that we do in fact regard
men as superior to women, if only because masculine goals urge men
to do things while femininity as an ideal attempts to stop women from
doing them. This difference has a further effect: one runs into the
limits of a restrictive role more often than into those of a wider and
more diverse one. That is why the limits are there, to keep one in
bounds. So women are more apt to be conscious of their role and its
restrictions than men are to be aware of their role, with its manifold
opportunities. The fence around woman's place is more apparent to
the people who live inside it than to those outside in man's world.
-from Elizabeth Janeway's (1974)
Man's World, Woman's Place
Yates's (1975) book is a comprehensive and scholarly work which
itself, as a sourcebook and a "personal document, a social commentary, and
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an intellectual investigation" presents issues in the context of a discontent
and a dissatisfaction with "feminine stereotypes and the social history of my
group-women-in American society. "
It was stated in the introduction to this chapter that there are

writers whose very agendas restrain and impoverish the issue being discussed.
Many of the feminist pieces quoted were examples of this dilemma. Their
main pervasive or focal point was "sex" differences; concepts such as "masculine goals" vs. "feminine ideals, " "masculine and feminine virtues, " and
''birthright priority" are all theses in which "sex, "used as a gender identification term, is expected to carry forward into all kinds of information about
"social" problems.
Grimke's letter included the remark that "the investigation of the
rights of the slave has led me to a better understanding of my own." To first
conceive of the relationship between the sexes as that of master-slave gives
no indication of a way out of the situation without outside intervention. There
would seem to be no cause for discussion between the two parties; and the line
of division for sex roles is apparently as clearly marked as the colors of black
and white.
Millet's

) concept of sexual politics and birthright priority

posits an aggressive and militant adversity between not only male and female,
but also between "women who identify with men" and "women identified women"
(current language

cate~ories).

Taking sides and/or taking issue is a double
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bind facing many people who wish to stay informed on important social events.
The war between the sexes is simpler to identify than that between the sexists.
Janeway's (1974) concept of "world" vs. "place" makes the social
arena rather anthropomorphic with its capacity to discriminate and sort men
and women. As it stands, the situation suggests no rationale for changing the
status quo.
There are exa.mples of other writings which belong to this first category in their attempt to drive a sometimes too tight pervasive through the
issue: First, the "it doesn't have to be this way" authors; books on Amazon
women; cross-cultural studies of societies; autobiographies of ''heroines'';
Wonder Woman comics; anthologies of previously little-attended women's
writings or art; historical identification of women who wrote under male
pseudonyms; revisionist histories; cultural exposes (The Lady, The Feminine
Mystique, The Female Eunich) all contribute materials to the debate on the
topic that one's physical sex accounts for the difference.

"Sex" as used here

should have been confined to discussion of biological events only; but it is
more commonly used as a term generic to historical, anatomical, and cultural
claims. Second, there are the "double-bind" authors.

Books or pamphlets on

"women's liberation, " written as personal testimonials or in opposition to its
purported goals, have come from Maybelle Morgan's populist movement for
the Total Woman, Phyliss Schaftly's political caucuses, fundamentalist churchrelated leagues, and cons::iousness raising collectives. Most of this material
is "rexist." Most of it is based on the assumption that the male-female
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relationship (biologically defined) is a paradigm for all other forms of relationship involving the sexes. And third, there are the women's Itrights"
statements: Wollstonecraft's book, The Vindication of the Rights of Women,
the National Organization of Women's "Bill of Rights" statement, and the
Equal Rights Amendment:
Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state on account of sex.
have all been written for a class of citizens whose only "common" characteristic is gender identification. Whether one can guess what other characteristics
they may have in common outside of this criteria has confounded not only the
"movement" itself, but the bureaucratic structures which have been charged
with implementing mandates involving this "special interest" group.
A literature relating to the employment of women which most
closely parallels these first level "cry-of-pain" concerns is being written in
the courts.

"DiECrimination" by sex in areas such as pay, access to training

programs, hiring practices, job titles or descriptions, and the function of
protective legislation have been re-interpreted in such a way that "employee"
is becoming a job specific rather than a sex specific designation.

SECTION II: DOUBLE AGENDAS

The second category used for classification of the literature stated
that when there are double, often unsupportable agendas, the literature will
belabor issues not wholly appropriate to the agenda identified by the particular
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writer. Writers in this second category, differing in their material from the
"outbursts" of the previous writers, are responsible for the new how-to genre
of women-at-work books. Whether deliberate or not, these writers initiate
the more sophisticated qualitative/theoretical distinctions necessary to place
a new framework over the usual discussions about women-at-work.
A few introductory remarks are necessary, however, to place this
literature in a methodological rather than a descriptive context. What the
literature has in common is that it is "about women"-it is the female employee
who is examined by experts from a wide range of disciplines.

The debate is

no longer a head-on problem between men-women, but an evolving assessment
of the criteria used by different authorities .who write on this subject. Some
residual feeling for a male-female confrontation as experts within the same
field over the professional use of certain data has sponsored the writing of
alternative reports by women philsophers (Gould and Wartosky 1976), women
anthropologists (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974), and women sociologists
(Millman and Kanter 1975).
This trend deals with a preliminary questioning of "data" as prepared by researchers and when done as excellently as these women theoreticians have done, the reader is left with almost no hypothesis about women
that is not suspect.

"Who to believe" and "what to believe" collapse into a

single "authority" issue. This nihilism is usually confined to the data as used
in a particular discipline but, as it is picked up by the how-to technicians,
ideas are being read increasingly "out of context." However, the missing
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variables and emphases tend to emerge, not from theoretical considerations,
but when the "emotive" variables are surfaced for inclusion into the way the
language and structures of a writer assesses women-at-work.
Hochschild (

) reinforces some of these qualitative/theoretical

observations when she analyzed four common types of sex discrimination
research and produced an overall comparative format which easily pre-figures
a levels-model approach:
First, there are four types of research:
1.
2.
3.
4.

sex differences
sex roles
women as a minority group
the politics of caste

(T)
(Q)
(Q)
(Q)

Then, from these studies, "issues," "vocabulary, " ''behavioral
descriptors, " and finally signs of "social change" are identified:
Issues

4. politics of caste (Q)

inequalities (T)
role strain (Q)
discrimination, prejudice,
segregation (Q)
power differences (T)

conceptual Vocabulary

Behaviors, e. g., passivity a trait (T)

1. emotive and cognitive
traits (QT)
2. roles, role model, role
conflict (Q)
3. prejudice, assimilation,
marginality (Q)
4. interest, power (T)

a trait (T)

1. sex differences (T)
2. sex roles (Q)
3. minority status (Q)

a role element (T)
a minority characteristic (T)
a response to powerlessness (Q)
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Social Change
1.
2.
3.
4.

differences disappear
deviance becomes normal
minority group assimilates (TQ)
power is equalized. (T)

The language and concepts used above have been pre-coded to
inform the reader and the researcher about theoretical/qualitative matters.
Yet, no reflexive attention is given to the dramatic differences made to the
inquiry or research when criteria and relations of qualitative origin and usage
are carelessly intermingled with more qualitative or theoretical criteria and
relationals.
Hochschild (

) indicates that different terms take on meaning

from their contexts. Many "contexts" are being grouped together by
researchers in the field of sex "discrimination." How does one sort through
this literature without identifying the qualitative/theoretical factors involved
and the system or model used to sort and sort sort the ideas as qualitative or
theoretical? The first sort is by "type, " perhaps even along the lines
Hochschild has put down.

Then what? This appears to be a case of a need

for more information, catalogued neatly, but without the generic category,
i. e., the methodology to make it useful.

How can "social change" be effected

starting with knowing the "issues"? Knowing the social "goals, " how does
"research" make these goals operational? An overarching framework for
comparing categories such as suggested in this study helps "exhaust" the
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issues, and a model-for-models leaves open the way to distinguish between
substantive and theoretical constructs, theoretical and qualitative constructs.
Saunders has stated:
The assertion that values and purposes can be examined by historical
inquiry and by some fiat converted into proposals for the future direction
leaves out the process, value, or connection between the description and
its prescription (Goldmark 1964).
Writers who have been concerned with preparing women personally
and professionally for finding, advancing in, or changing jobs each present
their analyses of "relevant" topics. In its simplest statement their proposed
goal is getting women hired.

Their choice of materials and their ''how-to''

gimics are generally only loosely organized agendas.
A criticism that might be made of some of the literature sorted into
this second category is that its underlying purpose is often unstated and therefore the agendas appear without force.

Left with a variety of competing alter-

natives there is no provision for helping the reader to make deliberate choices.
Both the female job applicant and the hiring agency are set against each other
without a larger framework for contrasting, comparing, or ccmsolidating their
respective viewpoints.
The following writers have "stepped away" from the digital, literal
goal patterns set by the first set of authors discussed.

They represent the

. recognition that there are a number of alternative intermediate goals which
are means to the long-range goal of "employment" or "equality." This is a
pattern or response which has created an explosion of mixed alternatives
including qualitative/theoretical variables in their writings.
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Another view of women-at-work is supplied by Faunce (1977), who
proposes that there are bigger issues at stake, both in contextualizing the
problem and in making observations delineated by psychological and sociological categories:
The Woman's Liberation movement has turned attention to the widespread
occupational discrimination against women. It has become common
knowledge that women face discrimination in hiring and that when they
are hired they are often paid less than a man for the same work. What
is less commonly recognized, however, is that more subtle, psychological forces than overt discrimination also keep women from occupational
success. The psychological barriers to a woman's achievement are both
subtle and overt, undermining a woman's confidence and purposefulness
and blunting her energy and resolve. Long after the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment and the implication of affirmative action for the hiring
of women, these forces will continue to do psychological damage to
women and retard their achievements.
Faunce has posed a problem for which there are no immediate longrange solutions, i. e., no actions one can engage in now to resolve this problem.

Part of the difficulty is in the way the sustaining constraints are framed

in the language and perception of the writer.

The so-called "subtle psychologi-

cal forces" are hardly subtle or "unrecognized." These remarks by Faunce
use an extrapolation model of the future and would have us believe that tom orrow will be like today due to some inertial force in society that will not change.
We could raise a question as to the nature of the events which will contribute
to a reversal of women's opportunities and acceptance in a world where significant, even dramatic changes in social meaning will emerge, e. g., leisure
threats, shorter work week, women succeeding in non-traditional work, etc.,
and as equals to men.
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The very characteristics that make a woman most successful in family
roles-the capacity to take pleasure in family-centered, repetitive activities, to sustain and support members of the family rather than pursuing
her own goals, to enhance relationships through boundaryless empathythese are all antithetical to success in the bounded, manipulative,
competitive, rational, and egocentric world of work (Bardwick and Douvan
1971).
This quote from Bardwick and Douvan (1971) parallels in some
respects the "cry-of-pain" statements of Frimke on "feminine virtues, " but
here the idea of the appropriateness of different characteristics hangs loosely
without the framework of a "style" construct.

The authors have identified

without extending the observation, the qualitative/theoretical distinction.
"Boundless empathy" is used as antithetical to "rational" functions as quality
is to theory.

Yet, a reorientation and expansion of these qualitative skills to

a job situation would have to be a major step in the development of dignity for
the kinds of things women are seen to do well.
Much time is lost in debate on some of these issues as they are
stereotyped behaviors and treated as "fixed" patterns outside of any goal
orientation. There is an underlying contention that family roles are perhaps
unmanipulative, non-competitive, and irrational, as opposed to the "world of
work." The criteria for "success" are more closely aligned in this view to
genetic packaging rather than to any imaginative process.
Adams (1971) demonstrates an awareness of the kind of intensity
which identifies the very pattern of one's activities:
The primary imperative for women who intend to assume a meaningful
and decisive role in today's social change is to begin to perceive themselves as having an identity and personal integrity that has as strong a
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claim for being preserved intact as that of any other individual or group.
This attitude will require women to develop an explicit sense of the value
of their own concerns, and, at times, to insist that they take precedence.
It will also compel them to abandon the role of compassionate sibyl at
everyone's beck and call, because being permanently available to other
people's needs hinders women from pursuing their chosen avocations
with the steadfast concentration that is essential for their successful
completion.
Women are constantly being challenged for their "loyalty" or "seriousness" of
their career plans.

Their "identity and personal integrity" are frequently

questioned. While one re$ponse to this kind of inspection has led to the rule
of thumb, ''Would you ask a male applicant this question?" the hidden agenda
is an employment concern that is not sexually biased. How to assess "steadfast concentration" or "an explicit sense of the value of their own concerns"
requires a vocabulary just hinted at in the issues presented by Adams.
Another writer, Bailyn (1965), sets a needed perspective for qualitative issues:
These are some of the psychological consequences of the process of
choice in which the woman who seeks to combine a family with a professional career is involved. It is a process that may be described at a
high level of generality as revokable, irrational, and discontinuous.
The "professional career" is not a qualitative pursuit.
argument.

This is a qualitative

Further:

The process is irrational because it necessitates making occupational
decisions in a situation in which realistic opportunities can neither be
evaluated nor freely followed up. Opportunities can of course never be
evaluated with complete accuracy; but the common lack of freedom to
follow up considered evaluations is unique to the situation of women, and
the degree to which opportunities can be foreseen is a great deal less for
them than it is for men.
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This set of quotations from Bailyn was included to point out a
number of competing issues which modify the final effects of a woman's career
plan. She sets the problematic situation of a combined family and a professional career which restrains the theoretical decision-making process and is
marked by certain qualitative features.

This approach stands out from the

usual qualitative sentimental pieces about mother-child relationships and the
spectre of day care.
The idea that we live in a two culture society (male-female) has
been rejected as a profitable hypothesis for eventual social change by feminist anthropologists who find it counter-productive to posit such a split for a
study of a future "integrated" social system.

Yet, the "double standard" com-

plaint stands as a viable informal measure of social justice. Women are left
without a tool for handling dual-career families other than to presume that one
of the careers is being handicapped.
such a viable tool.

The qualitative/theoretical distinction is

Bailyn's observations about the process of choice women

have traditionally employed cannot stand as a doomsday prediction. A way out
of this pattern, suggested by the concept of "parallel" rather than lineal goals
may bring some sense of relational meaning and facilitating relationships to
family and career choices. Some redefined "future" scenario must underly
patterns for expected change.
The statement about "hypotheses" from the second chapter of this
study can now be set in parallel to a "redefined future" for women. Weisstein
(1971) EaYs:
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In a series of brilliant experiments, R. Rosenthal and his co-workers
have shown that if one group of experimenters has one hypothesis about
what they expect to find, and another group of experimenters has the
opposite hypothesis, both groups will obtain results in accord with their
hypotheses. The results obtained are not due to mishandling of data by
biased experimenters; rather, the bias of the experimenter somehow
creates a changed environment in which subjects actually act differently.
Again she points out:
Thus the question of women's equality-in art as in any other realmdevolves not upon the relative benevolence or ill-will of individual men,
orthe self-confidence or abjectness of individual women, but rather on
the very nature of our institutional structures themselves and the view of
reality that they impose on the human beings who are part of them.
The people (women), structure of the institution, view of reality, and imposition of one or all of these on the person (employee) are included in the above
quote as if the problem is simplified by such a statement. Instead, the range
of criteria needed to follow up on these rather different categories is so broad
as to obscure the issue being addressed.
Robie's (1973) assessment of the qualitative/theoretical distinction
is:
It is not necessarily true that the traditional woman's jobs in business

are not objectively a good training ground for management. But as long
as they are perceived as "helping" roles, the jump from such a position
into management remains exceedingly difficult. Hence, the female
helper's perspective on management tasks, and most important, her
boss's estimate and her expectation of her ability to assume the management role remain untouched by her proximity to management.
Again, the criteria have been located as serving two masters.

One set for

business or theory and the other set for the "traditional women's role" in a
qualitative perspective.
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Kanter (1975) observes that "power" limitations preclude a woman's
success even in "close proximity" to role model managers:
A woman's generally more limited power (partly a function of her rarity
and isolation in management), as well as her similarity to a subordinate
clerical class rather than the elite, may interfere with her effective
exercise of leadership regardless of her own style and competence.
This concept of "style" can introduce some variables not yet outlined in the
materials of this chapter. The Similarity to a subordinate class can also be
construed as suggesting the presence of qualitative variables which go beyond
the Simplistic theoretical items such as wages and skills.

There are "quali-

ties" of differences and similarities which can be seen to contribute to the
parallels assumed by Kanter and others.
Kanter (1975) continues in her focus on the traditional distinctions
between man's rationality, theoretical, and woman's emotions, qualitative,
as some of the major factors interfering with women's success:
The early rational and human relations models tended to support a
managerial viewpoint that, in turn, can be seen to have latent functions
as a masculine ethic, congruent with nearly exclusively male occupancy
of the newly prominent careers in management and administration. The
focus on managerial rationality could also justify the absence of women
-the bearers of emotion-from power.
The point made by Kanter does not clarify, but indeed points to the confusion
over rational and emotional designations. Surely the question must locate a
confusion over the way quality!theory contribute to the women-at-work issue.
The effects of keeping pace with social change has produced a
literature as concerned about having too many decisions to make as Bailyn's
(1965) concern was with a limited range of options.

Friedan (1963), who wrote
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the opening statement of the liberation movement, The Feminine Mystique, is
now working on a theory about the equally disabling mystique of the "super
woman." Lifton (1965) raises the same alarm:
My only purpose here is to suggest the difficulties faced by young women
at the forefront of their culture's historical development in coming to
terms with changing combinations of imagery and self-imagery concerning what a woman might or should be • • • and evolve new criteria of
judgment according to which they find themselves wanting.
The use of myths to impoverish opportunities was the theme of Friedan's early
book.

Foxley's (1976) list of myths about women who work as listed in the

first chapter has the same effect on employment discussions.

The point made

by Lifton (1965), however, presumes a different purpose and utility for
imagery, for the new criteria of judgment, wherein qualitative factors require
different criteria from theoretical factors.

The notion of constructing differ-

ent types of images and testing their reasonable operations is suggestive of
the kinds of futures distinctions which must be addressed if women are to
construct their own future opportunities and orchestrate their women-at-work
meanings.
Lifton represents the point of view in which women take a more
active part in situations affecting their control over the future.

Rather than

the sustaining anguish of the cry-of-pain position, the "mood" of these other
writers leads them to seek an involvement with the issues-images, language,
values, which is a more sophisticated level of discussion and which may yield
more sophisticated but no less bewildering array of how-to options.
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The "language" issue has received an increasing amount of attention
ranging from first level "work" issues, e. g., titles which soon represent.
female ghettos- "secretary, " "assistant-to, " "researcher" (to a male editor)
-to the use of the qualitative often pejorative terms, e. g., "sympathetic,"
"patient, " "weak, " etc., which signify the qualities considered most appropriate to women-at-work.

This circular use of the language is not altered by

the "new" terminologies like "fire fighter, " "chairperson, " or Ms.

On the

relationship between language and thought, Yates (1975) quotes Edward Sapir:
We must rather imagine that thought processes set in, as a kind of
psychic overflow, almost at the beginning of linguistic expression;
further, that the concept, once defined, necessarily reacted on the
life of its linguistic symbol, encouraging further linguistic growth.
• • • Not until we own the symbol do we feel that we hold a key to
the immediate knowledge or understanding of the concept. Would we
be so ready to die for "liberty, " to struggle for "ideals, " if the words
themselves were not ringing within us? And the word, as we know, is
not only a key; it may also be a fetter .
.our language usage often removes us from the issues raised.
"locates" our debate position.

Our terminology

The "words" themselves like "quality, "

"parity, " "opportunity, " and "theory" have intensified the ways of thinking
about which issues are relevant and of major importance to women-at-work.
It is not the cry-of-pain but the language of form which identifies

the "making" of an experience.

This is an issue which parallels the general

debate on "cultural deprivation" wherein more "experiences" or more "materials" are stressed.

There are others, however, like Saunders who claim

that what is needed is not more information but more forms for contextualizing
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the information that will facilitate change, forms which distinguish between
the qualitative and theoretical factors.
The very amounts of information flooding the subject matter field on
women-and-employment presses home the same problem. Informed choices
will not hinge on the number of variables that are discussed but on the way
these variables are used to plan parallel and overlapping future possibilities.
There are those few writers who have a feeling for the "future" consequences
implied (or set) by women I s changing priorities and by extending the categories used.

SECTION III: QUALITATIVE/THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

The qualitative aspect of the work experience has not been
addressed by many of the writers previously reviewed in this chapter. It is
for just such an account that this study was proposed. In Art As Experience,
John Dewey (1934) suggests such a step:
But an interplay may take place in which a new experience develops.
Where should we look for an account of such an experience? Not to the
ledger-entries nor yet to a treatise on economics or sociology or
personnel-psychology, but to drama or fiction. Its nature and import
can be expressed only by art, because there is a unity of experience that
can be expressed only as an experience •••• The employer sees by
means of his own emotional reactions the character of the one applying.
He projects him imaginatively into the work to be done and judges his
fitness by the way in which the elements of the scene either clash or fit
together. The presence and behavior of the applicant either harmonize
with his own desires or they conflict and jar. SUch factors as these,
inherently esthetic in quality, are the forces that carry the varied elements of the interview to a decisive issue. They enter into the settiement of every situation whatever its dominant nature, in which there are
uncertainty and suspense.
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The power of a quality to control and direct experience is an integral part of Saunder's (1964) work on "emotions":
To deal with emotion as a control, then, is after Dewey, to see emotion
as quality that designs and orchestrates the appropriate elements of an
experience' in contrast to mediations-means-ends-methods of a discursive nature. The problem is at once how emotions function as controls
is selecting qualitative appropriateness and, if so, how emotions gain
methodological status not only as a category for inquiry but methodological status as a control of a non-theoretical part.
Thinking directly in terms of colors, tone, images, is a different operation technically from thinking in words. But only superstition will hold
that, because the meaning of painting and symphonies cannot be translated
into words, or that of poetry into prose, therefore thought is monopolized
by the latter (Dewey 1934).
Dewey and Saunders reflect the ongoing attention to the strategies
used in this section which were to formulate some criteria with which to sort,
classify, and interpret the material to be included, and to sequence the selected literature on a continuum from simplistic responses to the women-at-work
question to those writers concerned with the problems identified by this study.
These latter writers placed the qualitative/theoretical women-at-work issues
in greater perspective.

CHAPTER 4

THE WOMAN A T WORK AS ORCHESTRA TED:
AN ARTIST IN RESIDENCE

The primary intent of this section is to establish the basic categories
and guidelines to be uffid in formalizing the tasks of the employee/employer
participants in their mutual search for productivity on the job. These basic
categories, usually set at the outset for the employer, include the estimates of:
Criteria

Categories
job requirement complexity

evidence of intelligence and social
skills as needed, e. g., similarities,
analogies, S. R.

EE/ER style match per job
requirement

match applicant with present
employees in terms of:
- vocation interest
- avocations
- occupational selectivity

adaptability and perspective

ease of adjustment to agenda changes,
resolves by "overviewing"

The development of these three categories and an exploration or
explication of the criteria that attend these categories when an applicant is
evaluated, requires the collection of data: data which provides the job applicant with a preview of the kinds of variables that need to be examined prior to
job applications and interviews.
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Such a preview can be accompanied by the development and testing
of a questionnaire type instrument designed to focus or highlight some of the
items, logistics, and styles that interfere with the hiring process.
If the relationals between employee/employer are qualitative in

definition-if we can identify the qualities in terms of those that control and
those that compose, those that are variables, and those that set the
scenario or the composition of work situations; then we can interpose an
orchestrated person-a person who should be able to bring x y z qualities into the
composition and promote, destroy, or otherwise control the meanings or
implications of the composition.

Enter the orchestrated woman. Were we to

set the descriptors in qualitative rather than theoretical terms, or at least in
qualitative/theoretical terms, the work situation as a context for examination
would change dramatically.
The specific objectives for this inquiry were:
1.

To expand upon the traditional or unusual factors that attend these
traditional approaches and reactions by identifying some qualitative
variables and concepts which, in contrast to more theoretically
developed ideas, are present in all employment situations, and
have come to be of singular significance to women in the employment situation.

2. To formulate a framework into which the expanded variables can be
placed and through which the variables become articulated into an
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informing design which gives structure and formal meaning to the
variables in their combinational impact as specified by the design.
3. To suggest some paradigmatic strategies and skills that women-atwork can use to assure themselves more effective job related
experiences and more comprehensive perspectives on the issue of
women-at-work.

Some formats were used to present and to illustrate unusual ideas
in a familiar way.

The unusual ideas involved here deal with a distinction

made in some academic and aesthetic .areas between theoretical and qualitative components and categories or agendas.

By setting parallel examples

between the woman-at-work and the employer in terms of these qualitative
components and categories, this paper was able to press beyond the casual,
often trite, discussions of women's employment and employer plans for
effective job completion.
Moreover, by increasing the scope and depth of the variables used
to examine this topic of employer.s/women-at-work to include qualitative foci,
often felt but not articulated in employment situations, a new dimension can
be added to the initial somewhat superficial exploration and reaction to
women-at-work.
A natural offshoot of these above concerns was the need to establish
some minimum conditions and parameters for using the combinations of
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theoretical and qualitative variables toward prescribed ends in explicating
the

women-at-wo~k

employment issue.

Our argument is, in general, that one of the reasons that traditional
male/female work conflicts have remained unresolved today is that arguments,
plans, and training programs have addressed the issue head-on, legally,
sociologically, psychologically, and organizationally. Rather we would suggest a methodological approach, an approach reminiscent of an artist constructing a painting.

SECTION I: DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF
EMPLOYERS-EMPLOYEES: THEORETICAL!
QUALITATIVE VARIABLES

We can consider the employment situation from the viewpoint that
there are three fundamental categories to be addressed:
1.

The employer as a hiring agency;

2. The employee as the applicant; and

3. The

COd

ostan(Q::5e two in interchange.

The relationships are compounded by the added categories which
describe the theoretical factors for each of the three and by identifying the
qualitative components of the three.
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The qualitative components and theoretical factors become, in a
design sense, "style marks" which certainly influence, and often justify the
way the outcome of an experience is evaluated.
The addition of the qualitative and theoretical to the issue raises
some questions as to where the emphasis is placed when we can begin to make
qualitative and theoretical distinctions.
Quality can be identified by its objective. It is defined by its equivalent symbolic representation.

Theory can be identified by its criterion. It

always separates itself from what it represents.
As the definitions above show, the variables being used can carry a
wide variety of implications for each unit.
In the first head-on confrontations between wome,n and employment

barriers, the meaning of "equality" shifted between theoretical criteria such
as pay, "BFOQs," and job descriptions which discriminated against them; and
qualitative components such as job "ghettos, " "prejudice, " and "credibility"
issues.
Kanter (1977, 1980) has presented a wide variety of situations in a
graphic and often humorous way by illustrating human situations through the
use of

XIS

and O's as representations of males and females, respectively.

Her primary point is to show women, O's, in the company of men,

XIS,

and

to push home the kinds of injustices or peculiarities of the O's on the job with
XIS.
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She does not distinguish between the dynamics of qualitative and
theoretical variables in groups. While her observations are clever, they
merely set the problem in a Simplistic framework. Her way of presenting an

o with an X identification highlights
greater importances.

one issue while obscuring the questions of

By uang T's and Q's, for instance, to replace the usual

sexist symbols, we could gain a better overview of the basic issues of human
dynamics in work situations. Where the combinations of 0 and X ideas have
great value in certain explanations, an 0 or an X would be more accurately
described as

Since the issue emphasized in this paper subordinates the male/
female distinctions to the theoretical/qualitative distinction, it is of greater
impact to intermingle agendas of work activities in terms of theoretical and
qualitative components 'needed for these agendas rather than confounding the
problems and issues with gender or sexist language and hidden value bases.
These additions to Kanter's materials are not meant to under value
Kanter's clever contributions to women-at-work concerns, but only to extend
the importance of qualities, singly and cumulatively, and with O's and

XIS

in

the development of women's work experiences.
Kanter has identified one problem, that
face of an 0 which corces the

XIS

XIS

come together in the

together by mere presence. She helps us

to understand some of the dynamics of human groups.
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Yates (1975) has summarized the early feminist movement of
women's "equality" in literal terms, taking their criteria from those already
established for men.

The same rationale directs the efforts of WEAL and the

San Jose union members who are bringing the law to bear on flagrant violations
of job parity.
For women to enter the job world and be faced with scenarios which
can evoke feelings of frustration and anger based on the spoken or unspoken
"expectations" and "prejudice" of an employer, the problem becomes a qualitative concern. Means for locating, identifying, and negotiating must go
deeper than the original cry of wolf.
A more extensive analysis of problems concerning women's employment potential and options may be found in the new genre of "how to" literature.
Theoretical maps of the organization are provided by Kanter (1977, 1980) or by
Harragan (1977) in Games Mother Never Taught You: Corporate Gamesmanship
for Women.

This kind of popular research leaves the woman job applicant and

the hiring agency to make judgments about eventual career "success" and
corporate "investment" from information on proper dress to leadership potential. Alternatives"are presented although the basic problem of how judgments
are made is ignored.

"We abandon (decision-makers) at the point where they

confront alternatives, expecting them to make choices without an understanding of the bases for choicing" (Goldmark 1964).

"What-do-women-want"

writers and readers and "executive headhunters" are equally left without any
basis for facilitating relationships.
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In the broadest perspective, the bases for judgment becomes the

issue.

Goldmark (1964) states:

The focus is no longer on the judging of the substantive alternatives but
on how the judgments themselves are made ••.• From where will the
criteria come?
Nochlin (Gornick and Moran 1971) suggests that the problem women face:
••• is not amenable to solution at all, since what human problems
involve is an actual reinterpretation of the nature of the situation, or
even a radical alteration of stance or program of action on the part of
the problems themselves.
The use of parallel agendas suggested in this study provides such a
new framework as a theoretical instrument for negotiation, which may also be
put into service to the demands for employee "suitability" and "fit." The
applicants "use" of the techniques designed for controlled interaction will gain
her "appearance values" that represent model use. Indices of "elegance" and
certainty may indicate both qualitative and theoretical controls.
A distinction which can help set the categories used in this section
into proper perspective is between the (1) theoretical bases, criteria, and
overall evaluation conSiderations; and (2) qualitative bases, criteria, and
overall evaluative considerations; when reviewing and formulating a framework for effective employer/employee relationships at the entry level, promotion phase, and job change at the executive level.
"Theoretical" is often placed in the genre of practical,
measurable terms associated with those factors which are easily identified in
training, selection, placement, and progression in job situations. Some
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examples of theoretical in this sense are degrees, performance reviews,
production ratios, timelines, training programs completed, jobs held, etc.
Selection of an employee on these grounds usually comes from a paper screen
of credentials and interview where the primary criteria are lmowledge of fie ld
and experience with job, conception of organizational structure, job description, and personal qualifications.
For purposes of comparison between the usual and the unusual,
theoretical and qualitative, in this study, theoretical should be defined in
terms parallel to and with the same definition type as will attend a definition
of the term qualitative.
Theoretical can be seen as a combination of terms best illustrated
by use of the Peircian Triad wherein
"apple"

~

interpretant

referent

In these terms a theoretical symbol represents, stands for, refers

to something other than itself, and in general terms is defined as a component
of an idea where the thing represented can only be found in its secondary
characteristics. The "thing in itself" can never be found by the use of a
theoretical symbol.
In similar terms, a qualitative symbol presents, re-presents,

offers itself, stands only for itself in all meaning, and in all relational significance. Qualitative symbols serve their own purposes, reflect their own
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Qualitative symbols serve their own purposes, reflect their own
,meanings, present themselves and re-present themselves in their own
meaning.
Symbol
"apple

Interpretant
wall paper decor

Referent
"apple"

or,

Symbol

6
Interpretant

6

Referent

6

In the qualitative instance, the interpretant serves only to bring unity to the
symbol and referent as one and the same quality. The fusion of the symbol
and the referent tend to individuate or set apart the interpretant, thereby
generating a qualitative symbol as a controlling determining agency, which
has a qualitative symbol meet the standard or criterion of being a symbol and
not merely an expression.
Qualitative meaning, then, can be set in close parallel to some
traditional terms that in some circumstances refer to the same symbolic
undertaking, but lose explicit referentiality due to the use of language pre viously defined in a subject matter discourse, e. g., psychology, art, etc., a
definition which violates definition type canons, and therefore requires a
change in terminology in order that no injustice is done to a wide community
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of users habituated to referring to qualitative moments and components through
a non-qualitative or at very best hortative system of meaning. As an example,
language dealing with emotions, feelings, sensitiveness, pervasives, colors,
etc., invariably enveighs against the value of the thing referred to in the
language.
The direct relevance of the above discussion to the topic of employment rests on the case that the "more than" that identifies, contributes, to the
hiring/promotion/executive opportunities syndrome or continuum must incorporate qualitative meanings in some sense that does not demean nor otherwise
detract from the significance of this kind of meaning. The concept of
"presence" is a direct example of qualities-integrity, loyalty, and spirit.
What these distinctions mean is that we can now sort out the variety
and scope of thE' implications that attend the perspective of each unit,
employee and employer, in great detail. A major objective for this rationale
is to encourage the employee and employer to sort for themselves the most
effective other half.
Perhaps the best and most viable result of the above proces s can be
formalized as (1) a checklist with (2) an expanded explanation sheet for each
item which (3) sets 1 and 2 ill instructional and decisive terms.
Given the basic issue of this study as an investigation into the kinds
of variables that contribute to success in employment situations for women at
entry level, promotion, and executive changes in jobs, and that these variables
have been viewed traditionally and in most contemporary circles as theoretical
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in nature, where the qualitative substrate is either assumed, considered
irrelevant, or unmanageable, a new structural model is necessary. In this
model a new relationship can be established between theoretical variables and
qualitative meaning, so critical to an adequate or comprehensive examination
of work situations. An analysis is identified that would give focus to selected
variables in contexts that can reframe and reformulate the basic questions of
women-at-work, and that the design or model for presenting these additional
and reconstructed concepts acts as an informing hypotheSiS, an hypothesis
that seems to direct, set parameters for, and eventually come to evaluate the
effectiveness of the identification process for such concepts as "style, "
"composition, " or "orchestration, " etc.
For example, we can refer to the use of a theoretical procedure
where the numbers of contexts to be used give meaning to a theoretical or
qualitative combination, where the completeness or composition is set by the
way variables can be seen as having membership in a predefined set, series,
sequence of categories from which the meanings emerge. Where, for
instance, the very meaning of a woman-at-work is contingent on the numbers
of contexts (categories) in which the woman can be seen to have (and perceives
herself to be located) membership. By simply decreasing or increasing the
numbers of contexts (categories), the meaning of the woman-at-work is constrained or expanded. When these are taken to be qualitative variables or
categories (in combination with theoretical occasions) the description of the
work situation changes dramatically.
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The qualitative and theoretical variables in a parallel pairs model
of an employee can be determined when the x axis uses employee and employer
and the y axis presents the qualitative and theoretical variables, the coordinates will then illustrate case studies appropriate to these coordinates and provide a kind of check list format for use by employees or employers as a way of
matching jobs, contexts, employees, and corporations.
The sum total of these investig'ltions and resolutions will lead to the
development of, formalizations of, and option expanding processes from which
a woman-at-work can prepare herself for any contingency as a job applicant,
an employee with job opportunities, or an executive type who wishes to move
to other corporate positions.
This study will serve as a vehicle to increase the: likelihood of
employment job success and personal satisfaction, where the employee can
deliberately select the variables most appropriate in any job situation and
compose the necessary qualities in the company of the theoretical foundations
to assure the employee of a dramatic and effective impact on the hiring
organization.
Increase the categories (qualitative as well as theoretical) where
you have meaning, and you thereby increase your effectiveness:
" t"
JobDescrlpllOn

QuaIT
1 les
Q

Male
Female
Employer

T

Q

T

Q

T
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This parallel format helps set the variables to be used in any consideration of "what to think about" as a woman-at-work.
A theoretical variable becomes qualitative as it increases or decreases from an expectation norm-comfort zone. The agenda changes from
a theoretical (smuggled) to a qualitative barrier.
We can now talk of three different kinds of emphases in describing
an employee in a job context-a context which itself can be described in
parallel terms to the three different emphases. There are theoretical pervasives which set the total meaning or possible assessments of a situation in
clearly operational terms, in a language and with categories distinctively
"objective" and easily referential in traditional terms:
- technical competence
- no intrusive quality to refocus alternatives from task orientation
- transcript tape (save gender differentiating qualities) would carry
job meanings with no reference to gender.

There are situations where the pervasives make use of both theoretical and qualitative contributions, i. e., a situation can be described in language
that emphasizes qualitative variables in some recriprocal relationship to
theoretical meanings, meanings kept in some balance by an overall presentation of a total quality:
- technical competence done "nicely" or "pleasantly, " "with class, "
or technical competence done "foolishly, " "at great expense to
others, " "efficient but ineffective"
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- the manner or style of accomplishment directly or indirectly confuses or overlays the technical actions such that the technical
activity, while competent, is considered irrelevant or "not worth
the cost"
- where the qualities of emphasis or nuance contribute additional
agendas or directions, act as facilitators to accomplish the task
efficiently as well as set conditions for further or more elaborate
explorations on side issues of the topic under consideration.

A third and perhaps the most complex in qualitative terms, is the
use of qualitative meanings as the predominant descriptors of a situation
where both the employee and the employment situation are characterized
through the same categ;ories and wherein the task accomplishment is complete
but almost as an incidental action in the overall context of the qualities sought
and presented in the situation:
- if a job is to be done, enjoy it
- the process of getting the job done is more exciting than completing
it
- a pleasant ambiance is conducive to better morale and to more
effective thought
- a sterile environment is no place to plant a rose.

SECTION II
EMPLOYERS-EMPLOYEES: PARALLEL AGENDASAN INFORMING SYSTEM

Some questions can be set in parallel to other kinds of questions,
the answer to which provides a more sophisticated perception of the
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women-at-work issue in terms of the not-so-clearly identifiable variables or
qualitative distinctions.
For instance, what questions do you ask yourself to help you prepare for those factors in your job life that are basic to, even determine, your
successes at the job entry level? For growth provisions? And for executive
changes? Moreover, what overview do you maintain in the face of adversity?
Company policy? Where teams are more important than assigned tasks?
Do you dress, compose yourself, prereact to some anticipated
nuances to be found in your job circumstances? Understand and select the
style to be used?
What qualities do you have in your ''bag of tricks" to incorporate
into your reaction patterns work-a-day activities?
The following illustration (Figure I) presents some variables to be
considered by women-at-work in reviewing job opportunities.
A good employee is one who holds the situation in place, maintains
a low level but effective image, coordinates others in the light of the organizational goals, and orchestrates the qualitative/theoretical variables toward a
composite production of the overall organizational mission.
Table 1 outlines some substantive elements of an employee/
employer parallel for employment of women. The variables of this chart
focus primarily on what we have taken to be theoretical factors-factors which
must be delineated in such a way as to describe the idea, the questions to be
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Qualitative/Theoretical
Preparation
introspection
setting of personal
agendas
Interview

Employer/Employee

matching - mastery

futures

others agendas

onsite

Job promotions
implosion
minimal
increase system
within the existing system

Alternative job
conversion principles

futures
offsite
additional
qualities

Figure 1. Coordinating Opportunities.

Table 2. Employer/Employee Parallel: Planning Theoretical Concerns.
Employer
Orchestrations
order
overview
perspectIve
decl.lon base
Is tied directly
to each different agenda •••
even different

-Corporate policy Is to help employees to nct In their 0\\11 lon/:-ran/:c
enlightened self-Interest, to help each employee find a satisfying,
productl"e Job where growth Is tied to productivity and to a sense of
belon!:!ng to a valuable business/social enterprl.e.
-We want women who can he deliberate ahout who and what they are
to the corporation. DIfferent situations require different strategies
and tactics. Yet, Integrity and loyalty arc essential to a good
employee.

agendas

-An employee who thinks to spend one hour a day planning Job actions
In all contingencies will have to be able to Identify when to lau/:h and
"hen to be serious, when to be expansIve and when to be taciturn.
Il t.~kes a well-trained intelligence and an appreciation of the aesthetics or qualitative mpanlngs In situations to produce a valuable
orchestrated employee.

Employee
-\I'lth an understanding of the multiple ways we and others perceive
peopl .. , I think I should keep In mlnel at least two different kInds of
varIables In my dealing with the Job and the people. By ha,'lng the
propl'r Information and Imowtng the Job reqUirements, I can be good
at the Interview or supervisor screening. Yet, I must sec the ways
qualities In the situation contribute to my Image ami probable Job successes. The rIght mix of qualities and reaction responses, proper
u!"c of distance factors, and an ovcr\'lcw of which women have nlre",ly succeeded In the Job, I can be ready for and package myself
for maxImum acceptance withIn my own IntegrIty and personal values.

-ny "reading" all corporate and department sItuations and Agendas, I
can anticIpate ways to turn policy and decIsIon bases Into opportunltips to contrIbute meanIngful concepts I have prcformulated for Just
such occasions.
-O,'er the long haul the money will be the Bame, My Job will have
prestige. I wlll outclass the competition and maIntaIn a balance of
behavior whIch w!1l gIve me Job and peer level success, But I will
awaIt a chance to present myself as a better example.

Competing alternaUves
pre explored
pre' reacted
types - classIfied
responses

-The ability to be a manager and leader Involves skills at delegation,
scheduling. setting obJectlvps, and knowing how to work with other
employees to bring about the composite profits and to maintaIn corporate/departmcnt productivity.

-\\'hate"er It takes to get thIs Job I w!1l re-educate the boss ••• do
an exemplary Job.
-Defore I go Into this IntervIew I know what to expect and It won't get
me do\\ll.

-Each woman hIred should be able to listen and lead, follow and rcdirect the progress of a meeting. Thp'lC abilities should provldc a
female employee wIth the strategies through whIch to double think
other employees and to rcmaln one step ahead of those employees
who would take advantage of an employer as a woman.

-Have knO\\1l men and women like you before ••• you arc not serIous
(a suspension of dIsbelief In honor anti IntegrIty, Justice and parIty).

-Yes, I have kno\\n other employees who sOllnd like thIs. But we
can sacrifice a bit to get thIs person's beef.

DIrect reaction
single minded
scream of pain

-lias kno\\ll employc('s like "this" b£"(orc. They always f;pnd or
cause trouble.

-Jlt'acts to Interviewer or Rupcr\,lsor tIns If" an Insult Ims h('('o
given.

-Can't have "ragIng hormones" InterferIng with Job ftmctlons of the
female.

-Uses other life and joh cxpericncN; as crit('rin for ('xl){'dations.
-No humor (or Issue.

-This I:;; a serious math'r. !\ joh must he dmw.

-.:J

o
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asked as guides to the employee and employer, and then to illustrate the
levels at which the changes and types of issues emerge.
In keeping with our plan to extend the typical model of employee/

employer relations for women-at-work, another chart is needed through
which we can demonstrate some of the impact made by adding qualitative
factors to this employee/ employer context. In this way, an employee or an
employer can use a more comprehensive lIinforming system" to select the
appropriate match for employment. What is this refine of Figure I? To include qualitative variables should encourage users to broaden the scope of
their selection criteria and to even use the broader selection criteria themselves to broaden the job description involved (see Table 3).
i. A direct reaction is one reaction in a repertoire for which specific
qualities are appropriate. The mixed agenda is not just to another
job-it is from Theoretical to Qualitative. A scream of pain starts
in content and emerges in emotional conditions, qualities (undirected at this level), and composition (end is different).
ii.

iii.

To pre react to an expectation raises the situation reaction to a
deliberate response, a reaction which can be called a reaction pattern of which the employee/employer is aware-awareness which
can provide the reactee with options. People in a society have already developed a set of these alternative options by puberty. The
job situation evokes the reaction tied to the kind of stimulus usually
associated with the reaction. Qualitative reactions and the qualitative bank of options is not usually deliberately available to the reactor. As an employeemeployer is made more aware of the available
qualitative bank of reactions, the expectations for responses change.
Evaluate a reaction/bank selection/situation #1 differently from
reaction/bank selection/situation #2.
"Single minded" pursuit carries more than a simple goal/objective
activity. It carries a kind of change in type and method, of
variables and urgency. An employee fulfilling job expectations
becomes single minded for reasons unrelated to a job; there is a
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Table 3. Employer/Employee Parallel Planning: Qualitative Contexts.

Employee
Orchestrations

Employer
iii

A

1
ii
2

B

i
C

3

closing of alternatives, a concentration on the process of the job
that is easily identified by other people as "the act of an intense
person." As quality becomes the focus in a job search, an
employee/employer must be clear as to the movement of change
from theoretical to qualitative and to plan for a recomposition of
this situation, e. g., an interested hard-working employee is concentrated and "all wrapped up in the job'~ (theoretical performance),
when someone announces "the boss is coming." The already efficient employee decides to "look busy." This change from an agenda
theoretical to qualitative goal changes the meanings of the components which go to make up these activities; the objective changed
from gettin a job done to pleasing a boss, from theoretical to
qualitative.

1

The direct reaction of a scream of pain then is out of context and
appropriate only when an employee or employer can so identify the reaction
that they can recover and reeducate themselves to the next level of
sophistication.

lIt could be observed that the evaluation criteria for a good performance also change, from productivity to a good character performance
-evaluated first by a IE (time study) for output and efficiency, then by an art
critic for an "Emmy" for drama.
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Qualitative Errors
In any situation, there are appropriate or expeditious behavi9r pat-

terns. There are agendas which control or reflexively determine the kinds of
components, categories, or alternatives which are appropriate or effective
toward those ends. Two basic kinds of agendas or ends are identifiable in
these situations: theoretical and qualitative. These agendas in turn select
those components which constitute the "bank" of possibilities from their own
agenda types.
To deal with emotion as a control, then, is after Dewey, to see
emotion as a quality that designs and orchestrates the appropriate elements of
an experience in contrast to mediations-means-ends-methods of a discursive
nature. The problem is at once how appropriateness and, if so, how emotions
gain methodological status not only as a category for inquiry but methodologi. cal status as a control of a non-theoretical part. "Thinking directly in terms
of colors, tone, images, is a different operation technically from thinking in
words. But only superstition will hold that, because the meaning of painting
and symphonies cannot be translated into words, or that of poetry into prose;
therefore, thought is monopolized by the latter" (Dewey 1934).
There are theoretical errors that occur when information is incorrect, is in the wrong place, or is used incorrectly. Theoretical "errors" are
easily identifiable in that the something that doesn't work can be evaluated by
any and all viewers, viewers who can literally see and articulate the problem.
An error in a math calculation is an example of a theoretical error, an error
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that is identifable due to a pre-set formalization of the criteria of adequacy
for the correct answer, e. g., 2 + 3 =4.
There are other errors, qualitative in type, that are not so easily
articulated. These errors, qualitative errors, emerge when a qualitative
component or variable does not contribute to the total product as a component,
method, end, or pervasive. "Errors" of this type are felt more than identified. The error produces discomfort and leaves the partj.cipant knowing that
something is wrong, but without the wherewithal to articulate the issue, e. g. ,
a singer off key, a purple in an otherwise earthtone ensemble, a Bartok sonata
at a square dance.
When these two error types overlap, a more serious question can be
asked. For instance, when a quality intrudes upon a theoretical situation as in
the case of a female employee working at a theoretical job, whose mere presence is disquieting to her supervisor. When a theory intrudes on a qualitative
situation, as at an office party where the "boss" pulls rank. Or when the two
types of errors "come and go" in any situation, chaos is present, as often
occurs when the agendas of the employee/employer change so often in any time
period that a woman-at-work may want to "please" her employer as well as be
efficient. An 0 with Theoretical ideas and Qualitative ideas.
A deliberate sorting and introduction of either Theoretical or Qualitative variables into any situation is always a composing process, the result of
an orchestrated designer, e. g., a woman-at-work selects each orchestration
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as it is appropriate to the theoretical or qualitative context she wishes to institute or which has been set in motion.
In the work situation, the parallels to the above concerns are:

1

Where a situation arises in women-at-work issues, there may actually be a
"theoretical error" in the process. A missing credential, a lack of experience
at a job level or in a particular position, the absence of a skill or physical
capability are all examples of a theoretical error when the "error" is defined
as a variable used which is inappropriate to a system or a framework on whatever grounds as established axiomatically or by theoretical definitions.
To be inadequately trained in a skill is one kind of error; to be
trained in the wrong skill is another but different kind of error. To be unable
to identify the error or transfer the generic basis for the skill process is a
substantive error.

Corrective measures are usually found for this type of

error in staff development programs, training seminars, and educational programs. Everyone can avail themselves of these corrective measures for
theoretical errors.
A qualitative error for women-at-work is illustrated when a personality, a dress style, an interpersonal relationship is either no match for
the context or not well formulated nor consistent with the pervasive used. The
use of "feminine wiles" or traditional feminine compliments as a rationale for

1

These observations apply with equal validity to men-at-work, but
the distinctions to be made will have more direct implications for
women-at-work.
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poor work habits, inefficience at tasks, or lack of team spirit all are cases
of qualitative errors.
A vaccilating personality presentation where no clear expectations
are identifiable, as in a cyclothemic personality, logical/illogical transitions
in justification of decisions, fluctuating personal reinforcement needs are all
cases of poorly formed qualitative components.
Poorly modulated voice patterns which interfere with job credibility,
physical stance, and unplanned space usage create havoc for effectiveness on
the job. Corrective measures are found in VOice/drama training for "all
situations" in dress and protocol, in non-verbal communication systems that
are appropriate to the women-at-work and to the employer wanting to support
the woman as an equal access/equal opportunity employer.
The process of orchestration, of formulating and instituting qualitative/theoretical compositions gives rise to the need for a women-at-work to be
creative in her designs.

This creativity must go beyond and yet pay homage to

existing patterns and constructions already available. The absence of clear
criteria with which to harbor and implement qualitative/theoretical compositions for usage in selected situations promotes a kind of freedom which opens
endless futures for women-at-work to become successful. This freedom can
be labeled creative lunacy in that the evaluative criteria can only be generated
after the fact, applause in retrospect for great performances which become
part of the repertoire in a bank lot of qualitative/theoretical contextual
possibilities.

76-A
The presentation of women-at-work materials and concepts to this
point in this paper have explored a wide range of variables to be considered in
the preparation, continuation and planning processes of women-at-work experiences. The questionnaire used in Chapter 1 can now be expanded to include
the criteria and re-informed categories for "orchestration. "

A Women-At-Work Questionnaire: An Orchestrated Response

Theoretical Qualitative
T
F
F
T
1.

It is unladylike for

women to do manual
labor.

2.

A secretary should be
attractive as well as
efficient.

3.

Women can be most successful when t:tIey are
active-minded, impulsive, and passionate.

4.

Learned or thoughtful
women are often boring
and appear ridiculous.

5.

A woman is truly a work
of art, beautiful as well
as useful.

6.

Love and beauty, nobly
conceived, transform a
woman from an individual
to a work of art.

Levels / Agenda
Orchestration/
Performance
Variables
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Theoretical
T
F

7.

A woman can be learned
and yet paradoxical without iosing credit.

S.

To be brilliantly wrong
and yet submit gracefully to correction is
the key to a woman's
success.

9.

Even when she presents
dull information accurately, a women's presentation should be
stimulating.

10.

A woman is better at
sentiment and manners
in business than men.

11.

Being able to assume
responsibilities is best
demonstrated by women
when they pretend
ineffecti veness.

12.

Judgments made by
women-at-work are
likely to be impetuous.

13.

A woman's discretion
and sense of humor help
her to succeed in everyday work situations.

14.

Appreciation and sUbtlety
are effective tools for
women-at-work.

Qualitative
F
T

L eve Is fA gend a
Orchestration/
Performance
Variables
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Theoretical
F
T

15.

Propriety of behavior and
correctness of sentiment
make women a valuable
business asset.

16.

When legislation is extended to include "even
women, " the bill will
probably be voted down.

17.

Women are paid less than
men for similar jobs because of their ragfng
hormones.

18.

Male ridicule, employer
scepticism and lack of
training keep women from
skilled labor jobs.

19.

"Female jobs" have negligible prestige because the
jobs'require more emotional or qualitative
behavior.

20.

Women religious leaders
have equal status to men
in religious circles
(abbeys) because the subject matter is nontheoretical.

21.

Women are seen as successful because their
theoretical skills are
well disguised.

22.

Data on women cannot be
meaningfully incorporated
into organizational theory.

Qualitative
F'
T

Levels/Agendas
Orchestration/
Performance
Variables
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This third time for doing the questionnaire places the task of
exploring women-at-work in the light of an expanded set of criteria, criteria
designed to focus on the "orchestrated" response needed to set women-atwork in the best possible position for control of their work experiences in
an effective way.
The questionnaire was designed to highlight the differences between
qualitative and theoretical, a distinction which everyone makes but makes
little of in a business world.
By focusing on what a quality is and how it may fit into an otherwise

theoretical cluster, we can make people more aware of how responses are
sponsored by the

Uffi

of qualities in language, dress, behavior, etc.

This

awareness should help women-at-work develop a more comprehensive repertoire of qualitative variables from which to select an appropriate set for
inclusion into a work agenda or design.
Once a woman-at-work has a wide variety of qualities, deliberately
sorted and waiting in the wings, she can listen for or plan the level at which
the quality will participate in the plan.

By locating the level, she can

make sure, since she matches or varies to the deSign as she works from the level
intended, of whatever effect she wants to have (a qualitative error would be
simply to misidentify thematching levels or to combine inappropriate qualities
toward a total quality that should have included a different combination of
qualities ).
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Total Quality I

Total Quality II

I

Qualitative Components
ABC

I

I

Qualitative Components

DEF

I

A total quality represents a goal, a plan, a composition which is
"painted" by a woman-at-work.

The more comprehensive or completely

thought out the sequence from
- qualitative component(s) to
- leveling pattern(s) to
- total composite of qualities
become a deliberate organization of elements as an orchestration of meanings
from the standpoint of effective work experiences.
The parallel questions included in the two questionnaires sequenced
in Chapter 1 are taken from various sources, sources which were themselves
explorations into women's experiences through history.

Our adaptations of

these materials for the questionnaire were designed to maintain the primary
points made by the authors and yet extend some of their examples to the qualitative concepts presented in this study.

The sentences actually included in

the questionnaire represent the range of attitudes and reactions to women in
any age and from many perspectives.
A True or False answer to the questions does not do justice to the
claim made by the question.

The assumptions, smuggled or obvious values,
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paradoxical claims, and the subtle "put downs" are all left unarticulated and
ambiguously specified.
By increasing the ranged criteria for responding to the questions to

include the more generic categories of qualitative and theoretical, the designer
can use the questionnaire as a teaching device to make people more aware of
these subtleties and their effect on women-at-work and the need for everyone
to be apprised of the more complex issues involved.

..

The qualitative/theoreti-

cal categories help locate one of the major questions for women-at-work in
that women are usually judged from qualitative criteria (see Kanter 1977,
1980). Where a question about women includes theoretical terms the answer
to the question usually carries negative nuance. When qualitative/theoretical
are combined in the question, confusion is often felt by the reader in that the
theoretical term takes the qualitative term "down with it." When the question
carries only qualitative meaning, it is easier to be positive about applying it
to all women.

The questionnaire format separates by phase the qualitative/

theoretical components, allowing for a True or False answer to a qualitative
or theoretical question component. The qualitative/theoretical distinction
made, by adding the qualitative/throetical criteria, should help highlight this
tendency to respond to women-at-work issues from a smuggled or unarticulated value level.
The addition of levels to the questionnaire criteria makes it possible to set sequences and parallels for the qualitative/theoretical variables as
used by the employer and employee in the development of a situation. The
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levels help specify whether the quality in focus is a component, e. g., a hairdo, a dress tyle, a kind of walk.

Then a quality can function in a plan

~

pervasive, e. g., an "austere" or "no nonsense" person, a "Mary Poppins" or
"Raggedy Ann" employee/executive. This pervasive is a kind of thread on
which the contributing qualities as variables are strung to produce a given
effect.

The total quality as a focus for women-at-work sets the qualities as

components and as a pervasive into a work situation, a larger context, which
helps frame criteria of appropriateness and articulation for these qualities in
an overall work situation.
The sequence of any quality from component to pervasive to total is
appropriate when guided by an orchestrator. When the orchestrator uses mistaken items in the S3quences, mis-sorts the items included,. or crosses pervasives, the error may preclude any meaning or obfuscate meanings and thereby
rule out effective work experiences. Hence a qualitative error would emerge.
An agenda or objective, the heroine of the series, directs, composes, and in
general orchestrates the total quality, as the plan, for which everything else
is subordinated and in service. The orchestration of a situation then, is not
unlike an artistic rendering, a selection of materials with a quality in mind
which is to convey an overall usage.

The women-at-work, an artist, an

orchestrator becomes the painter of her own context, her own artist in
residence.
The general mission of this study was to introduce some major concerns involving women-at-work, and to encourage women to improve their
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occupational futures by becoming more deliberate about composing and
orchestrating the ways in which a wide variety of variables contribute
to women's success at work.

The format used in this study includes the

presentation of a design, some categories, and variables appropriate to a
more comprehensive examination of women-at-work and employer
perspectives.

CHAPTER 5

FUTURES: QUALITATIVE REFINEMENT

Women's equality is an accomplished fact •••
but it is a future without a past and is thereby
functionally inoperative.
-Saunders 1981

The history of the women's rights movement, as with social movements of minorities in America, has been one in which very little progress can
be found.

The actual placement of women in jobs and the pay they receive have

not changed significantly as a result of the rights movement. There have been
many side effects which have improved the women-at-work situations in that
universities and other major social institutions have made room for women to
enter and be trained for jobs, to be given higher responsibilities, and to receive more appropriate pay for jobs they do.
The most significant differences to women-at-work of this focus on
women over the years may well be found in changes of a qualitative variety.
Improved self images, better attitudes, hopes, dreams, and expectations of
women-at-work are reflected in the many publications currently devoted to
vitalizing women's lives in the employment community.
Traditional barriers to women-at-work are only partially explained
in discussions of restricted opportunities, "male chauvinism, " and inadequte

credentials. The most significant variables contributing to past inequalities
84
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for women-at-work have to do with the qualitative variables, variables which
have not or could not be addressed except in peripheral or smuggled ways, because of the absence of a design or format, a concept or hypothesis from which
to identify and give meaning to those qualitative variables.
What is needed is a new model, a design with categories, variables,
and evaluative criteria which will reconstruct the very way women-at-work are
seen and are expected to behave.

For instance, men have been traditionally

given credit for being "objective" and "theoretical, " while women have a tradition of subjectivity and emotionalism. This means that men have been judged by
criteria rarely applied to women, and women by criteria which when applied to
men were seen as emasculating to the men on whom the criteria were applied.
Where a qualitative model is used, the future of women-at-work is
assumed in that those variables which are most important in human life can be
given status, deliberately incorporated into the drama of employment, composed into a theme which is written to improve the sway of human interchange,
orchestrated by women-at-work to give maximum effectiveness for them in
their chosen fields. Women can now ask better questions of their work opportunities and match their composite meanings to the composite descriptions of
their job selections.
"The most exciting aspect of using qualitative meanings as dominant
variables in future scenarios of women-at-work is that in their sponsored
dreams, future possibilities are increased in type and scope, refined and
expanded by the new focus on qualitative variables hitherto left unarticulated.
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This neglect has traditionally set parameters for success of women-at-work
by insulating the experiences of women-at-work from the criteria of work
adequacy which can be found in expanding the evaluation of productivity to
include criteria of qualitative effectiveness.
. What will women-at-work face in ten or twenty years in terms of
qualitative effectiveness? Will the ongoing dissolution of differences between
women and men at work continue such that a person for a job will lose the
necessity of a gender distinction? Will the explosion of computer technology,
the incredible developments in microelectronics and the cultural lags which
accompany these technical refinements change the very meaning of work
experiences? Will the damage done to women-at-work be forgotten or will a
revitalization and renewal effort be made over the next ten/twenty years
help decrease the rift initiated by the work injustices to women-at-work over
the last one hundred years, a rift used to split the competition for key employment opportunities over the next ten/twenty years between men and women?
Given an extrapolation from the past, the rift will widen, widen due
to the probable elimination of the necessity that women-at-work continue to
have the same functions accorded to them as in the past.

Viviperous births,

motherhood, women homemakers will all be a thing of the past.

Will women

become retirees with no option beyond their traditional roles? Qualitative
implications carry the hope that now or then, presently or in the future, the
expanded meanings will be eqQally meaningfu. Indeed, the future as a plan,
an operational influence on the present, demands the focus on qualitative
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aesthetic variables

~

for women-at-work. The future model, a design for

qualitative refinements, will assure women-at-work, and all other people in
work situations, of qualitative improvements in all aspects of the human
enterprise.
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